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SUMMARY

G.A. Bartholomew

1.1 Nuclear Physics Research

MP Tandem Operation

Accelerator availability during the quarter was as
follows:

Experiments running 1265.8 hours 58.6%
Scheduled shutdowns 489.4 hours 21.7%
Unscheduled shutdowns 426.2 hours 19.7%

2160.0 hours 100.0%

On-line operation of the isotope separator was achieved.
Improvements to operation of the separator are underway including
better controls, modification to beam optics and construction of a
second tape-transport for the collection station. A technique
enabling the separator to be used for accurate measurement of mass
differences is being perfected.

Thirteen experiments were performed during the quarter.
Nine visiting scientists used the accelerator; they were involved
in experiments occupying 73% of the beam time and in those experi-
ments their participation averaged 34%.

Research Activities

Development work on an experiment to use the Electron
Test Accelerator to search for parity violation in the photodis-
integration of deuterium included:

- a study of the stability and reliability of ETA

measurement of the neutron and T-ray angular distributions
and fluxes as well as the "V-ray energy distribution for
2.7 MeV electrons incident on a copper beam stop followed by
a prototype D2O target assembly

- completion of machining for the 65 kV polarized electron
source.

The application of a high velocity Doppler shift attenu-
ation lifetime technique in the femtosecond region has been
successfully demonstrated.
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The enhanced transient field technique was further developed and
exploited in several experiments during the quarter including a
study of g-factor systematics of low-spin collective states and
use of heavy-ion inverse reactions for g-factor measurements at
very high spin. In a joint experiment with scientists from
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory high spin states in isotopes of Dy
and Yb were studied using both the MP Tandem and the LBL
SuperHILAC.

In a cooperative experiment with scientists at TRIUMF
measurements have been made of absolute fission yields following
muon capture in 238u an(j 235u.

In experiments to test the performance of the Chalk
River bremmsstrahlung monochromator installed at the University of
Illinois Microtron Laboratory, intensities and radiation widths of
transitions in 208pb have been measured with resolutions
exceeding 15 keV.

1.2 Accelerator and Applied Physics

Research Applications

a) Fast Intense Neutron Source

Several modifications to the materials and surface con-
ditions of the accelerating column plus other minor modifica-
tions have increased the stable beam current to approximately
one half the design value.

b) Superconducting Cyclotron

- By use of measured magnetic fields and calculated trim
rod corrections, the cyclotron has been isochronized for
uranium at 9.9 MeV/u. Corrections to the flutter pole
Z-profile were found to be desirable but the detailed
shape of the corrections will be determined after
attempts to isochronize fields for other ions.

The magnetic field has been mapped over the proposed
operating range.

The measured magnetic field stability of ±6 ppm is more
than adequate to achieve the design energy resolution.

The first harmonic component of the magnetic field is
less than 0.4 mT over the accelerating region at all
excitations, well within the range of correction by the
trim rods.

The magnet leads have been operated for extended periods
at maximum current and behave well.
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A 60 mm diameter trim rod has been driven by a dc
electric motor with the magnet at maximum field.

The accelerating structure has operated up to 85 kV over
the required frequency range of 30.8 to 61.6 MHz. Work
toward the design voltage, 100 kV, continues.

Nuclear Power Applications

a) Injector Test Experiment

All of the major components have been obtained for
construction of a pre-accelerator suitable for
accelerator breeder application and assembly has begun.

b) Ion Source Development

A neutralizer tube has been added to the ion source
to permit study of its operation as a neutral beam
injector. (Neutral beams have applications in heating
and diagnostics of fusion devices.) Although the
neutral fraction was not directly measured it was
calculated to be near 70% for a total transmission
(charged plus neutral) of 80-90% with input currents up
to 0.45 A.

c) High Current Test Facility

- Commissioning of the Alvarez accelerator is
proceeding.. Modifications have been made to reduce
the heating of the drift tube bellows.

Testing of two stand-by power amplifer tubes has
proceeded successfully.

d) Electron Test Accelerator

Beam loading of side-coupled structures was
investigated without an externally applied field and
at low applied fields. The method looks promising
for investigation of structure performance at >80%
beam loading.

The beam scanning system for the new beam dump is
working well.

Some rough experiments have been done to examine
varactor resonance tuning.

A system for automatic computer-controlled beam
current stabilization is being developed.
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e) Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at TRIUMF

The intercalibration of counting systems between
TRIUMF and the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory is
nearing completion. Some discrepancies in absolute
disintegration rates between the two laboratories
remain to be explained. The 198ftU/24Na
disintegration rate ratio, however, agrees to within
£ 2%.

- A preliminary fertile-to-fissile conversion irradia-
tion measurement was carried out and methods of
analysis tested.

1.3 Solid State Physics

The measured pair correlation function g(r) for liquid
helium at a series of temperatures between 1.0 and 2.2 K
has been analyzed to derive the temperature dependence
of the condensate fraction, that is, the fraction of
helium atoms which occupy the zero-momentum state. (The
condensate fraction is an extremely important concept in
the theory of quantum fluids.)

A single crystal of the plastic /S phase of solid
nitrogen has been successfully grown at a pressure of
210 MPa (2.1 kbar) with the help of a newly-commissioned
high pressure crystal growth system. This crystal and
other molecular crystals will be used in investigations

• . of intermolecular forces and plastic phase transitions.

Measurement of the temperature dependence of the
positron annihilation'peak rate in 0-brass shows a
behaviour above 430°C that is explained in terms of
positron trapping at equilibrium divacancies. This
interpretation is of considerable significance because
hitherto there has been no direct experimental evidence
of equilibrium divacancies.

Trace impurities that may be instrumental in limiting
performance of CdTe detectors are being vigorously
investigated and two promising candidates, Cu and CO,
have been identified.



1.4 Applied Mathematics and Computation

Collaboration continued with Reactor Loops and
Reactor Control Branches on improvements to the analysis of
data from fuel defect experiments. It has been necessary to
develop new smoothing techniques to cope with discontinuities
introduced by discrete changes in reactor operation.

Two current problems - simulations of the
radiolysis of water and of exposures resulting from the
ingestion of radionuclides - have prompted an investigation
of techniques for the optimization of model parameters in
systems described by ordinary differential equations. This
is basically a least-squares fitting problem, but since each
determination of the function to be fitted involves the
integration of a set of equations, the need for efficiency
and economy in both optimizer and integrator is high.

Miscellaneous programs and subroutines developed or
improved during the quarter included:

A system for storing information relevant to the
analysis of ground water data.

A program to maintain a file of documents
associated with the REDNET system.

A program for maintaining a drawing reference file
for the CAD system.

A program for testing a new method of interpolation
of nonliner calibration data.

Programs for the support of plotters being operated
on Harris terminals by the Engineering Company were completed
and added to the system.

included:
Extensions to the communications sub-system

Provision of a new type of interactive terminal
support which allows the user to write a "program"
which will prompt, verify and edit input.

Modification to the edition for ASCII files to make
it consistent with the BCD editor.

Provision of "port-sharing" by remote job entry
terminals linked to the Computing Centre by
dedicated lines using telephone company Modems.
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Computer usage during the quarter was distributed
as follows. In this table, the utilization column now
reflects data storage (both disc and magnetic tape); formerly
only job execution "costs" were reported.

Percentage of Percentage of
Number of Jobs Total Utilization

Chemical Company
Engineering Company
WNRE

CRNL:

Computing Centre
Contracts
Technical Information &

University Relations
Biology & Health Physics
Chemistry & Materials
Physics
Electronics, Instrument
& Control^

Advanced Projects &
Reactor Physics

Fuels & Materials
Administration
Medical
Financial
Operations
Maintenance s Construction
General Services
Plant Design
Special Projects
Others

1.31
20.41
2.63

32.65
1.21

2.63
1.49
3.25
5.04

0.55

8.85
9.88
0.48
0.64
2.81
3.52
0.01
0.07
0.52
2.02
0.03

0.63
35.41
6.51

10.01
2.49

0.64
3.66
5.17
4.87

5.62

9.77
6.64
0.11
0.26
2.93
2.98
0.00
0.13
0.60
1.55
0.02
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Nuclear Physics Branch

J.C.D. Milton
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(1) On leave of absence at University of Aarhus, Denmark

(2) Post doctoral fellow

(3) Visiting scientist from GSI, Darmstadt, left 1979 May 9

(4) Summer visitor from Hahn tleitner Institute, Berlin,
arrived 1979 June 4

(5) Visiting professor from Université de Montréal

(6) Transferred to branch 1979 April 2

(7) Graduate student attached from University of Toronto,
arrived 1979 May 24

(8) Graduate student attached from University of Toronto

(9) Visiting student from Oberlin College, arrived 1979 June 12

(10) Waterloo student attached from University of Toronto, left
1979 April 27

(11) Visiting student from Université de Montréal, arrived
1979 May 22

(12) Student from University of Waterloo, arrived 1979 May 2

(13) Graduate student attached from University of Toronto,
arrived 1979 April 25

(14) Student from University of Waterloo, left 1979 April 20

(15) Summer student from Simon Fraser University, arrived
1979 May 7

(16) Summer visitor from University of Liverpool, arrived
1979 June 26

(17) Summer visitor from Oberlin College, arrived 1979 June 11

(18) Summer student from University of Saskatchewan, arrived
1979 June 11

(19) Transferred to branch 1979 May 7

a) also has responsibilities in Section I and II
b) also has responsibilities in Section I
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2.2 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuterium

A.B. McDonald with E.D. Earle and J.W. Knowles (Neutron
and Solid State Physics Branch), J.J. Hill and W. Zaleski

Development work is proceeding on an experiment to

search for parity violation in the photodisintegration of

deuterium with circularly polarized gamma rays. (See

PR-P-121:3.12, AECL-6530).

Measurements of the neutron and y-ray angular

distributions and fluxes and the yray energy distribution

have been made for 2.7 MeV electrons from the Electron

Test Accelerator incident on a copper beam stop followed

by a prototype D2O target assembly. Satisfactory

agreement between the measurements and the Monte Carlo

calculations (see PR-P-122:4.2; AECL-6582) was obtained.

Further calcualtions are planned to optimize the D20

sample and neutron detector configurations.

The observed ratio of gamma ray and neutron fluxes

confirmed the practicality of using l^B ionization

detectors for neutron flux measurement in the experiment.

However, the measured rreutron fluxes were about a factor

of five lower than preliminary estimates, which may

require the experiment to be performed at slightly higher

incident energy. Additional measurements with the

prototype D2O target and a new, Y-ray compensated
1 0B neutron detector are in progress.

Machining has been completed for the 65 kilovolt

polarized electron source and vacuum tests are about to

begin. Electron currents of 1 mA have been obtained in

the low voltage test chamber by photoemission from GaAs

using a broad spectrum light source. This indicates that

the proposed laser intensity level of about 1 watt should

not result in any major deterioration of the photoemission

properties of GaAs.
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2.3 Search for Parity Violating Decay in 6Li

A.B. McDonald, W.G. Davies and G.C. Ball with B.D. Earle
(Neutron and Solid State Physics Branch), R.G.H. Robertson
and P. Dyer (Michigan State University) and T. Bowles
(Argonne National Laboratory)

Further measurements have been performed to test

components of the planned experiment to search for the

3562 keV, J^ = 0 + level of Li6 as a parity forbidden

resonance in the D(4He,Y)6Li reaction (PR-P-120:2.2,

AECL-6452). A 30 cm long position sensitive gas counter

has been built and operated at the focal plane of the

QD3 magnetic spectometer. Tests were also made of a 30

kilovolt T£+ ion source to be used as an energy

calibration reference for the 4He beam. The ion source

was mounted on the switching magnet in Target Room 3 and

line shapes were measured at the focal plane of the QD3

with nanoampere currents of T&+.

Preliminary tests of the deuterium gas jet target

were also performed. Hot wire anemometer profiles of the

gas jet were obtained and pressures in the various pumping

regions were determined. Further development work on the

target will be required, including additional pumping on

the target chamber region and better diagnostic techniques

for determining the pressure profile in the gas jet.

2.4 Parity Mixing in 21Ne

A.B. McDonald with E.D. Earle (Neutron and Solid State
Physics Branch) and W. Zaleski

In preparation for further measurements to search

for two-state parity mixing in 2lNe (PR-P-121:2.3,

AECL-6452, K.A. Snover et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. £1 (1978)

145) design work has begun on a set of four gamma-ray

circular polarimeters employing 12.5 cm diameter by 15 cm
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long NaI(T&) detectors. The magnetic field program TRIM,

obtained from E.A. Heighway, has been used to calculate

magnetic fields within the proposed polarimeters and

determine the circular polarization sensitivity.

Preliminary results indicate that the proposed polarimeters

would provide an overall increase in counting rate of about

10, with a decrease in polarization sensitivity of only

about 10% when compared to the smaller polarimeters used in

our previous measurements. Monte Carlo calculations of

gamma-ray scattering are in progress to optimize the

shielding design for the new polarimeters.

2.5 The T =3/2 Series of Beta-Delayed Proton Precursors

E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, E.T.H, Clifford, V. Koslowsky and
H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid State Physics Branch)

Before this work, only one proton precursor in the
99

T =3/2 series, Cd, was known. The production of
^ 83 8 7 9 1

four other nuclides in this series, Zr, Mo, Ru and
95

Pd, appears to be within the capability of the MP tandem.

The identification of these precursors would close the

remaining gap between the large number of light and medium

weight precursors (A=9-81) and the body of heavier

precursors (A=99-143).
8 3

In a first experiment aimed at producing Zr and
87Mo through the 54Fe(32S,2pn) and 58Ni(32s,2pn) reactions,

proton-emitting activities were found for both cases with

cross sections of 10 and 50 ub respectively. The half-

lives of these activities agree with previous tentative
8 3 87

assignments: 42 s for Zr and 14 s for Mo. A preliminary

determination of the endpoint energies of the proton

spectra agree with predictions from recent mass formulae and

the production rates agree with results from the ALICE code

(PR-P-118:2.22; AECL-6216) and with systematics of proton

branching ratios.
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2.6 The Decay of 35K

E. Hagberg and J.C. Hardy

The identification of the lowest T=3/2 state in

Ar, the precise determination of the energy of this

state and the resulting implications for the Isobaric

Multiplet Mass Equation (IMME) have been completed and

submitted to Physics Letters B (co-authors L.C. Carraz,

G.T. Ewan, B. Jonson, S. Mattsson, H.L. Ravn and

P. Tidemand-Petersson). The excitation energy of the T=3/2

state was determined to be 5572.71 + 0.17 keV and the co-

efficient of a possible cubic term in the IMME for the

mass 35 quartet was deduced to be -4.3 ± 3.6. These

values replace the ones quoted earlier (PR-P-120:2.6;

AECL-6452), since new measurements of tht masses of other

members of the A=35 quarted as well as new determinations

of the energies of the y rays of the standard source used

in this work have recently been published.

A longer paper giving a detailed account of the

g-decay of K is almost completed. Eighteen out of the

19 y-transitions assigned to K have been placed in a

tentative decay scheme. Log ft values have been derived

for 11 g transitions populating excited states in Ar.

The excitation energies (1184.0, 1750.6, 2637.9, 2982.81,

4065.1, 4528.2, 4725.8, 4787.8, 5572.71, 7500 and 8390 keV)

and the spin limits (1/2 , 3/2 , 5/2 ) found in our work

for all states except the lowest T=3/2 state, agree with

existing data from nuclear reaction studies in the cases

where such data can be found.
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2.7 On-line Operation of the Isotope Separator

J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid State Physics
Branch), R. Kirchner, E. Hagberg, W. Perry, J. Wills, E.T.H.
Clifford and H. Evans (Queen's University)

On April 20, a beam of 7000 atoms/s of 20'Na
was detected at the end of the beam transport line of the

on-line isotope separator. This 446 ms isotope had been

produced by a 42 MeV l^B beam from the tandem, inducing

the reaction 12C(10B,2n)20Na; product nuclei had been

ionized in the new FEBIAD ION SOURCE (see PR-P-121:2.20;

AECL-6530), separated and focussed to a 3 mm diameter spot

by the separator magnet and subsequent transport line.
20Na was identified by the detection of 3-delayed alpha

particles from its decay. This was the first on-line

operation of the isotope separator.

Tests conducted during the following six days led to

the production of a wide variety of light elements. In

these cases, identification was established from

characteristic 3-delayed y rays. The results are summarized

in Table 2.7.1.

TABLE 2.7.1

Rates observed for various isotopes
with the on-line separator

Element

A of isotope
observed

(m = isomer)

Production
rate

(atoms/s) Beam* Target

Na
Mg
Al
Cl
Ar
K
Cr
Mn
Fe

11
12
13
17
18
19
24
25
26

20
23
26m
34m

35
38
49
50m
52

7 x 10;
6 x 10"
1 x 103

5 x 10J

5 x 103

x 103

103

7

5 X

5 x 10

10 B
160

16 O
28si

28 Si
3 2 S
3 2 S
32,,

12 c
12C

12 C
12 c
12 c
24 Mg
24 Mg
2*

+ Beam energies were 42 MeV(10B), 88 MeV(28Si)
and 110 MeV(32s)
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It should be noted that in many cases production was not

optimized and furthermore it was discovered in off-line

tests after the run that the ion source parameters had not

been optimized either. Considerable future improvements are

thus anticipated.

Some indications of overall separator efficiency can

be obtained from Table 2.7.1. Although cross sections for

the various reactions have not been measured, they can be

calculated using the ALICE computer program (see

PR-P-118:2.22; AECL-6216) and the results compared with

observed production rates. This technique can only provide

order of magnitude estimates, but is sufficient to establish

that Na, Cl, K and Mn were produced with 'v 10% efficiency;

Mg, Cr and Fe at % 0.1%; and Al and Ar at ^ 0,01%

efficiency. Improvements in ion-source parameters and beam

focussing (see PR-P-121:2.8; AECL-6582) should increase

these numbers significantly.

These tests were sufficiently auspicious that the

first separator production run is scheduled for July.

2.8 Development of the On-line Isotope Separator

J.C. Hardy, H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid State Physics
Branch), E. Hagberg, V. Koslowsky, W. Perry and J.S. Wills

As a result of the first on-line test with the

FEBIAD ion source, a number of improvements are being made

to the separator controls. These range from the

installation of a monitor station for beam scanners (for

both the tandem and separator beams) to interlocking the

separator beam-transport voltage supplies with the vacuum

pressure in the beam line.

In addition, tests indicate that because of the

large vertical divergence of the beam extracted from the

FEBIAD source, two thirds of it is lost by striking the top

and bottom of the vacuum chamber in the separator magnet.

Calculations have been made that indicate 100% beam trans-
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mission would be achieved by inserting a planar (as opposed

to cylindrical) einzel lens immediately after the ion-source

extraction electrode. The lens would consist of three pairs

of parallel plates with a total length of 7 cm, and a 20 kV

potential on the central pair. It would move the vertical

image plane 20 cm towards the magnet but not affect the

horizontal image plane. The resulting beam would still be

readily focussed to a spot at the end of the beam transport

line. This addition to the FEBIAD source will be constructed

shortly.

Final construction of the collection station at the

end of the separator beam-transport line is nearing com-

pletion. It consists of a cassette tape-transport system

for use in standard 6-delayed particle and y-ray experiments.

With its use, it will be possible to move collected activity

a few centimeters in the collection chamber to facilitate

lifetime measurements and reduce the build-up of background

activity. Its small dimensions ensure convenience and rapid

transport. Where more shielding is required, the large

tape-transport system (J.A. MacDonald et al, Nucl. Instr. &

Meth. 139 (1976) 355) is available.

2.9 Mass-Difference Measurements with the Isotope Separator

B.J.F. Palmer and J.C. Hardy with H. Schmeing (Neutron &
Solid State Physics Branch)

In the original proposal for the on-line isotope

separator (J.C. Hardy et al, CRNL-981, 1973) , it was proposed

that with the specified resolution of 2000 the instrument

could be used to measure mass differences, for example

between 3-decay parent and daughter nuclides. Now that the

separator resolution has been measured to be nearly a factor

of four better that was specified, (PR-P-120:2.10;

AECL-6452), mass measurements appear even more attractive.

We are developing a technique whereby the

accelerating voltage V is modulated by a small amount AV,
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such that an ion with mass (M-AM) is focussed at the same

position as the unmodulated voltage would place ions with

mass M. Thus

AM * ^ M .

Calculations indicate that with the measured separator

properties, a 3-decay energy of 10 MeV at A ^ 50 could be

measured to ±50 keV or better. This is certainly

competitive with direct electron end-point measurements.

A 6i digit voltmeter is being used to measure the

accelerating voltage accurately. Work is currently underway

on the hard-and soft-ware necessary to interface this

voltmeter to the PDP-10 computer. Ion current (or

radioactive-decay count-rates) and accelerating voltage

will be recorded simultaneously in the eventual experi-

ments. We shall first test feasibility with off-line

measurements on the N2~CO mass doublet.

2.10 A Precise Pg/Pg+ Measurement at z=55; The Mass of 1 3 0Cs

J.C. Hardy, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies and J.S. Forster with
H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid State Physics Branch) and
E.T.H. Clifford

Recent surveys (e.g. W, Bambynek et al, Rev. Mod.

Phys. 4j) (1977) 77) have suggestd that calculated

K-eiectron-capture to positron-decay ratios (PK/PD+) are

systematically larger than those reported from experiment;

the discrepancy apparently increases with Z, possibly

reaching as much as 20% at Z=66. As a precision test of

this possibility, we have measured the total decay energy of

^ C s (see PR-P-118:2.18; AECL-6216) and its PR/P O+

ratio (Hagberg, Hardy, Jonson and Tidemand-Petersson, to be

published). A paper on the former (decay energy) has now

been written; one on the latter (PK/PR+) will appear sub-

sequently.
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4 0 3 41
By comparison with the Ar( He,d) K reaction, the

129 3 130
Q-value for the Xe( He,d) Cs reaction has been measured

to be +5 ± 20 keV. If this result is combined with the
130known neutron separation energy of Xe, we derive the

total decay energy of 1 3 0Cs -g ( e c ) > 1 3 0Xe to be Q =

2974 ± 20 keV. This value agrees well with two previous

positron end-point measurements: 2972 ± 20 keV (L. Westgaard

et al, Z. Physik A275 (1975) 127) and 2992 keV (no quoted

errors, A.B. Smith et al, Phys. Rev. B]_ (1952) 454). We

adopt the average of the two values for which uncertainties

are available as the value to be used in testing the

capture-to-positron ratio: i.e. 2973 + 14 keV. The mass

excess of 1 3 0Cs is thus -86908 ± 14 keV.

As by-products of the reaction experiment, we have

identified an excited state in 1 3 0Cs at 121 ± 15 keV

with J = (<3) , and measured the Q-value of the reaction
1 3 6Xe (3He,d)137Cs to be 1918 ± 12 keV.

2.11 Beta-Neutrino Correlations from the Kinematic Shift of
Beta-Delayed Particles

E.T.H. Clifford, J.C. Hardy, E. Hagberg and V.T. Koslowsky
with H. Schmeing (Neutron & Solid State Physics Branch)
and R.E. Azuma (University of Toronto)

The fabrication of the counting chamber for the

beta-neutrino correlation experiment is nearly complete.

Following the recent successful production of Na using

the new on-line isotope separator, we have decided to

transfer the experiment from the gas transport system to

the separator. The new chamber can easily be adapted to fit

at the end of the separator's beam transport line.

Data response-function measurements made previously

with the TT/2~ g-spectrometer (PR-P-120:2.9; AECL-6452) were

discovered to have suffered from a misalignment of our

collimator system. This has necessitated the remeasurement

of the response function of the 3-telescope at a number of
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incident energies. Improvements made at the same time to

the source-holder configuration have increased the data

acquisition rate by a factor of two.

The dependence of the response function on the

incident angle of electrons is also being investigated.

2.12 High Velocity DSAM Lifetime Measurements of Nuclear Levels
in the Femtosecond Region

T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball and W.G. Davies with I.V. Mitchell
(Solid State Science Branch)

Measurements have been made to test the feasibility

of measuring short nuclear lifetimes (x < 20 fs) accurately

with the high velocity Doppler shift attenuation method and

implanted ^He and ^He targets. The technique involves

measuring the centroid shift and lineshape of the transition

Y ray in two or more materials with different slowing down

times. It is similar to the methods described by Branford

and Wright (Nucl. Inst. and Meth. 1££;437 (1973)) and by

Warburton, Olness and Lister (preprint from BNL). The

technique essentially measures deviations from the full,

unattenuated Doppler shift with sufficient precision to be

sensitive to a very short mean lifetime.

We have turned our attention to the 2000 keV level

of H e , its analogue level at 2125 keV in U-B and

the 4439 keV level of 1 2C. The compilation of

Ajzenberg-Selove (Nuclear Physics A248, 1 (1975)) gives

T < 0.5 ps, T = 4.8 ± 0.4 fs and T = 61 + 3.4 fs as the

lifetimes for these three (the H-C, •̂1B and c) levels,

respectively. The values of lifetimes in 1 1B and

C were previously determined by resonance fluorescence

and inelastic electron scattering experiments. Since

the i:LC 2000 keV level is the analogue of the B 2125 keV

level, its lifetime is expected to be in the 5 fs region.

Therefore in these examples a new mirror pair comparison

can be obtained and the method of measurement checked

against independent methods.
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In the present measurements, the 2000 keV level of
11 3 12 11
C was excited in the He( C,a) C reaction by bom-

's
barding He targets implanted at 35 keV in Au, Zr (625

2 12

pg/cm on Au) and Nb foils, with 39 MeV C ions. The

Doppler shifted 2000 keV gamma rays were observed at

0° in coincidence with alpha particles. Two implanted Au
17 3 2targets were used, one implanted with 4 x 10 He/cm and

the other with 2 x 10 1 7 3He/cm2 (see PR-CMa-49:1.2.9;

AECL-6589). The Zr on Au target was implanted with

4 x 10 1 7 3He/cm2 and the Nb foil with 7 x 10 1 7 3He/cm2.

The materials Au, Nb and Zr were chosen because then have

different slowing down times. In principle, the different

implanted doses allow the perturbing effects of the He

on the material to be assessed. Data were also obtained

at 37, 38 and 41 MeV bombarding energies to evaluate

the influence of kinematic effects on the measurements.

The 1 2C 4439 MeV level and the 1:LB 2125 keV level

were excited by the 4He(12C,a)12C and 4He(11B,a)11B

reactions at bombarding energies of 34 and 30 MeV,
4

respectively. The He targets consisted of Au foil
17 2

implanted with 4 x 10 atoms/cm and a Zr foil implanted
1 "7 O A

with 5 x 10 atoms/cm . Both He implants were done
4

at 40 keV to compensate for the difference between He
4

and He ranges.

Analyses of the data by the lineshape and centroid

shift methods are in progress. Preliminary results

indicate that the C data can be analyzed by the line-

shape method as well as the centroid shift method because

of the good peak to background conditions achieved (50:1).
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2.13 Radioisotope Dating with the MP Tandem Accelerator

H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies and J.C.D. Milton with
Y. Imahori (NRX Reactor Branch) and R.M. Brown and R.J.
Schultz (Environmental Research Branch)

The accelerator dating system described previously

(PR-P-120:2.23; AECL-6452) has been totally automated by

encoding the output of the beam profile monitor at the image

slits to produce a spectrum which was fed to a digital

stabilizer. With the stabilizer window set on the

horizontal position profile, the error signal was then used

to update the generating voltmeter reference voltage to

correct for drifts and instabilities therein.

The setup of the system was facilitated through the

use of an irradiated graphite sample with a 14C content

about 10-20 times that of modern carbon so that it produced

count rates of 50 14C/s.

Unfortunately GVM stability remains a serious

problem. The energy acceptance of the beam transport system

to.the Q3D spectrometer is only ~ 5 kV (FWHM) on the MP

Tandem terminal and it has not been possible to achieve this

level of stability on a routine basis. To reduce the

requirements on terminal voltage stability, the 'detectors

will be moved to a position just inside target room 1 on the

analyzing magnet 70° line. Here with the horizontal image

slits open, a transmission window in excess of 30 to 40 kV is

possible. The velocity filter will be installed just after

the analyzing magnet with the vertical image slits used for

velocity analysis. ^2C integration will be carried out

on the image cup situated just ahead of the counter system.

The initial experiments at this new location will be carried

out with a single E counter since the velocity filter will
14remove the other mass numbers and N has never been

observed in our system. A AE-E system will be built for use

with other isotopes.

Details of sample preparation are given in the

Biology and Health Physics Division Progress Report
(PR-B-122:3.16; AECL-6586) .
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2.14 Determination of Average g-Factors at Very High Spin by
Enhanced Transient Field Methods

D. Ward, P. Taras, H.R. Andrews, 0. Hausser and
P. Skensved (Queen's Univ.)

We have used the inverse reaction 23Na(63Cu,2p2n)82Sr

at 230 MeV to test some new concepts in the measurement of

g-factors for very high spin states. This development has

been made possible by the installation of long-lived

stripper foils in the MP terminal. A triple layered target

of NaBr (̂  1 mg«cm~2), iron (5.5 mg»cm~2) and lead
82( ^20 mg»cm~2) was fabricated. In the reaction, Sr

nuclei at 161 MeV (v/c = 6.5%) recoiled through the

iron layer and stopped in the lead layer. The nuclei

were thereby exposed to an enhanced transient field (init-

ially <\i 3900 T) during the time spent in iron, ^ 0.05 -

0.50 ps. The resulting precession of the 6+, 4 + and 2 +

states was determined in the usual way by observing the

effect of reversing the polarizing field on the intensities

of the deexciting y rays in two Ge(Li) detectors positioned

ate = ±63° [PR-P-120:2.17; AECL-6452]. Within errors

these three transitions gave the same effect, namely e =

-0.013 ± .003. In this experiment the angular distribution

function was not determined, but from the systematics of

such reactions we would expect A2 = 0.33 A4 = 0 - .08

whence the rotation angle was 18 ± 4 mrad, corresponding to

a g-factor g = 0.26 ± .06.

Although this precession was determined on discrete

transitions at low spin, the relevant g-factors were those

of the states having population during the time 0.05 - 0.5 ps,

this precession being passed down to the low spin states

through the stretched yray cascade. From systematics, we

expect that the 6+, 4 + and 2 + states were significantly

populated only at times well beyond the exit time from the iron

layer.

This experiment shows that the techniques are viable.

For a formal study it will be necessary to measure angular

distributions specifically and feeding times with the recoil

distance technique.
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2.15 Enhanced Transient Fields and g-Factors for Low-Spin
States in Isotopes of Sm, Gd, Dy and Yb

6. Hausser, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews and P. Taras

The application of enhanced transient magnetic

fields (ETF) to measurements of g-factors of collective

states populated by Coulomb excitation (cf. PR-P-120:

2.17; AECL-6452) has been extended to several rare earth

nuclei with two separate objectives in mind: a) The

Z-dependtnce of the ETF can be investigated in strongly

deformed rotational nuclei where g(2 ) has been determined

by the Môssbauer effect. In these nuclei the precession

results for 4 and 6 levels are also useful since the

low-spin g-factors are expected to be the same within

a few per cent. A good understanding of the ETF is also

a necessary foundation for interpreting the precession

results for high-spin states, b) Rather accurate relative

g-factors can be obtained by using natural targets

to excite states in several isotopes under identical

experimental conditions. The main emphasis in the present

experiment was on Sm isotopes whose energy spectra exhibit
148

a transition from vibrational ( Sm) to rotational
154( Sm) behaviour.

The experimental procedures followed here deviate

in several important details from those of our previous

experiments. We used beams of Cu at an energy of

154 MeV, considerably below the Coulomb barrier, to

avoid excitation of high-spin states above J=6. The

backscattered particles were detected with a new annular

avalanche detector (see PR-P-122:2n14; AECL-6582) that

subtended a large solid angle. Typical particle counting

rates of 25,000/s were achieved and the thin iron backings

consisted of Cu instead of low-melting Pb to sustain the

higher beam currents. Precession data were obtained

repeatedly in the 60°-70° region and at 18°, where the
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TABLE 2.15.1

g-FACTORS DETERMINED BY THE ENHANCED TRANSIENT FIELD

METHOD

Nucleus

148,
Sm

150

152

Sm

Sm

154
Sm

156Gd

158Gd

160
Gd

160Dy

174
Yb

a )

0.230 ± 0.036

0.413 ± 0.018

0.397 ± 0.018

0.352 + 0.019

0.36 ± 0.07

0.366 ± 0.053

0.344 ± 0.021

0.347 ± 0.044

0.368 ± 0.016

0.34 + 0.04

0.33 ± 0.03

0.39 ± 0.07

0.38 ± 0.03

0.34 ± 0.06

0.402 ± 0.021

0.45 ± 0.05

0.319 ± 0.012

0.323 ± 0.027

^Môssbauer

0.420 ± 0.025

0.39 ± 0.02

0.389 ± 0.035

0.385 ± 0.020

0.385 + 0.020

0.3360 ± 0.0025

a) using experimental yields, experimental (for Sm) or
calculated (Gd, Dy, Yb) slopes, and a parameterization
of the transient field of B=11.3 Z v/v [Tesla] + Lindhard-
Winther field

b) determined by the Môssbauer effect, see Stevens and Dunlap,
J. of Physical and Chemical Reference Data 5 (1976) 1093
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slopes of the angular distributions were determined from

experiment, and those for 2 + •+• 0+ transitions were found

to be attenuated by up to a factor of two.

A summary of g-factors, representing the average

of many different runs, is given in Table 2.15.1. The

quoted results make use of the experimental slopes and

assume a parameterization of the ETF, B=11.3 Z v/v

[Tesla] + LW, where Z is the atomic number of the recoil,

v/v is its velocity in units of the Bohr velocity, nd

LW is the Lindhard-Winther field. The experimental

results agree within typical errors (̂  10%) with the

Môssbauer.results and support the assumed smooth behaviour

of the. ÉTP. The g-factor for Sm(2 ) is substantially

lower than that of more collective states, indicating

significant neutron quasiparticle contributions to the

collective 2 wavefunction.

2.16 Enhanced Transient Field Measurements of the g-Factors of
High Spin States Excited in T~S0Dy, i7~o,i7nYb Following
Coulomb Excitation with ^ 350 MeV e^Kr Ions from the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) SuperHILAC

H.R. Andrews, 0. Hausser, D. Ward and P. Taras with
R.M. Diamond, C. Roulet, D. Fossan, H. Kluge, M. Neiman
and F.S. Stephens (Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory)

Coulomb excitation of high spin states in Dy,

and 170,174Yb h a s been produced by ^ 350 MeV
 86Kr ions

_2
from the LBL SuperHILAC. The targets of % 1 mg.cm

_2
were evaporated on annealed Fe of 5.5 mg»cm backed

with about 15 mg.cm" of Cu. Gamma rays at ± 63° to the

beam axis were counted in coincidence with backscattered

Kr ions detected in the annular avalanche counter

described elsewhere (PR-P-122:2.17; AECL-6582). Data

analysis is in progress.
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2.17 The Annular Parallel-Plate Avalanche Detector (APPAD)

0. Hausser, H.R. Andrews, D. Ward, N.C. Bray, R. Surette
and R. Houtman

The annular parallel-plate avalanche detector, whose

approximate design parameters have been described previously

(see PR-P-120:2.20; AECL-6452) has now been tested exten-

sively in Coulomb excitation experiments employing beams

of 154 MeV 63Cu and 200 MeV 81Br from the Chalk River
86

MP tandem and of 356 MeV Kr from the Berkeley SuperHILAC

(see PR-P-122:2.16; AECL-65 82). The detector tests were

part of a series of experiments to determine g-factors of

collective states in rare earth nuclei using the enhanced

transient field method. Beam particles, backscattered

from ^ 1 mg/cm thick targets into an angular range of

125°-160°, enter the detector volume through a 0.25 mg/cm

thick window of aluminized polycarbonate. The detector

consists of a fine, 83% transparent Ni anode mesh

separated by 2.5 mm from the Cu cathodes consisting of

seven separate concentric rings. The detector is typically

operated with isobutane or hexane gas at a pressure of

0.5 kPa (4 Torr) and a bias of 450 V. The detector

signals are amplified by home-built fast preamplifiers

having a gain of ^ 80, and then presented to commercial

timing-filter amplifiers. The efficiency of the detector

system was calibrated by evaluating the intensity ratio

of Coulex y rays, observed in a Ge(Li) detector in

singles and in time coincidence with particle signals from

the APPAD. The measured intensity ratios were in all

cases in agreement with those calculated by the deBoer-

Winther Coulex code if the combined geometrical efficiency

(77%) of the window support structure and of the Ni mesh
81was taken^into account. This result implies that Br

particles with energies as low as ^ 13 MeV could be

detected.
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The detector housing and the 5 mm wide tunnel

through which the beam passes is made of magnetically

soft iron. Following extensive field mapping the effects

of bending of the incoming beam and of the outgoing

particles were evaluated and found to be completely

negligible in typical transient field applications.

2.18 Characteristic X-ray Measurement of Lifetimes for Heavy
Ion Induced Fission

D. Ward and H.R. Andrews with I.V. Mitchell and
W.N. Lennard (Solid State Science Branch)

The crystal blocking measurements of fission life-

times for the reactions 0, C + ^W and 0 + Au

(PR-P-110:2.10; AECL-5546 and references) have shown that

significant fractions (up to 25%) of the fissions occur

after time delays in excess of 'v 10~ seconds. Since

the mean lifetime for filling an atomic K-vacancy in
—17

heavy nuclei is ^ 2 x 10 seconds, it should be

possible to observe K X-rays of the compound pre-fissioning

nucleus in coincidence with fission fragments. An

experiment of this nature was carried out in 1976

(D. Ward, J.S. Forster and I.V. Mitchell, PR-P-110:

2.12; AECL-5546) and a lower limit of e ^ 1 x 10~3

K X-rays per fission was set for the system 0 + Au

at 97 MeV. We have repeated this experiment on more

systems using an intrinsic Ge detector having 600 eV

resolution at 80 keV.

The interpretation of the results depends on a

knowledge of the probability for producing a vacancy in

the K-shell during the collisions. The probability

P (O) for a K-vacancy in a zero impact parameter non-

nuclear sub-Coulomb collision was determined experimentally

to be P.,(0) = 0.0018 ± 0.0003 for 1 60 + Pb at 70 MeV

and Pk(O) = 0.0061 ± 0.0009 for S + Pb at 150 MeV.
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By using the scaling equations of J.U. Andersen et al.

(Nucl. Inst. Meth. 132 (1976) 507), these data provide

a basis for estimating the K-vacancy probability in the

fission experiment. We also make the approximation that

the probability for an ingoing orbit is h of the corres-

ponding measured quantity for a full orbit.

The results are summarized in Table 2.18.1. The

appearance of Pb-X rays in coincidence with fission

fragments in the 0 + W system was almost certainly due

to fluorescence of lead shielding material by y rays

accompanying fission and needs to be remeasured in a lead-

free environment. The lead peaks were found, with

differing intensities, in all the systems studied.

In the theory of Hagelund and Jensen (Physica

Scripta lf> (1977) 225) for heavy ion induced fission

there should be a distribution of lifetimes ranging from
—18 —15

T < 10 to T > 10 seconds. The crystal blocking

measurements were interpreted by dividing the range at

10 seconds so that the measured quantity was the

percentage of events with x > 10 seconds. For the

system O + W, this was found to vary with bombarding

energy, reaching a maximum of 25% at ^ 9 5 MeV. Values

extracted from the present data are shown in the last

column of Table 2.18.1. No satisfactory conclusion can

be drawn from this comparison without an analysis in

the Hagelund and Jensen theory. However, since the main

parameters that influence the distribution of lifetimes

namely, excitation energy, angular momenta, fissility,

and neutron binding energies are quite comparable for
16 32

the O + W and S + Ho systems, we expect that the

present measurements will provide a good test of the

theory.



TABLE 2.18.1

Summary of X-ray Yields from the
Pre-fissioning Nucleus

K X-rays in
coincidence with

fission Estimated Percentage
Bombarding Fissioning fragments K-vacancy *?,

System Energy Nucleus per fission Probability with T>10 s.

1O+Au. 95 MeV „„ ^ . , ~ ^ QQQ1 K 3Q%

160+W 95 MeV

3 2S+Ho 170 MeV

32S+Tm 170 MeV

*
Probably due to fluorescence of lead in the neighbourhood of
the apparatus.
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2.19 Application of the Brice Model to Stopping Powers

H.R. Andrews, R. Houtman, B. Dubé and D. Ward

In continuing the studies described in PR-P-121:2.6;

AECL-6530, we have developed a non-linear least squares

fi t t ing program by. which the three parameters (a, n and

z) of the Brice model (App. Phys. Lett. 2£ (19 76) 10) can

be extracted from stopping power data. In this model,

the entire stopping function for a l l velocities is then

specified. The parameters a, n and z will depend on

Z, and Z_ and i t is this dependence that we are currently

investigating.

For each of the heavy ions 6 £ Z, _< 20 in gold we

have taken the two low velocity points from Ward et a l .
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(Can. J. Phys. 5_7_ (1979) 645) and three high velocity

points from the Northcliffe and Schilling table. We

find that the model can adequately fit these data, and

hence is sufficiently flexible to reproduce both the

Z1-oscillations and super-linear variation of the stopping

power with velocity inherent in the low velocity data,

while simultaneously giving the correct structureless

values at high velocity. Preliminary results are given

in Table 2.19.1, errors have not yet been estimated.

According to Brice, the parameter "a" is a reduced

interaction length:- a = v T/Jl where I is the

distance over which the projectile and target atoms inter-

change electrons in the Firsov sense (Sov. Phys. JETP 36^

(1959* 1076) , and T is the average orbital period of

the electrons. The parameter n enters as the exponent

in the factor x where x is the collision time. This

factor is applied so as to reduce the Firsov prediction,

simulating empirically the dependence of the transfer

of electrons on the collision time. The parameter z is

an effective charge.

As can be seen in Table 2.19.1, all three parameters

are oscillatory with respect to Z.. , a is correlated with

the Z, oscillation whereas n and z are both anti-correlated.

On the basis of electron density arguments summarized by

Ward et al (op. cit.) it might be expected that the

parameter "a" should show the strongest oscillatory

behaviour and this seems to be in agreement with the

results in Table 2.19.1. The oscillations in parameters

z and n are harder to understand physically. Further

study is in progress.
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TABLE 2.19.1

Parameters a, n and z of the Brice Formula for
electronic stopping cross section

For 6 £ Z 1 _< 20 in Gold (See Text) .

zl

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

a

0.2793
0.2792
0.2567
0.2483
0.2170
0.2060
0.1996
0.1920
0.1980
0,2061
0.2248
0.2270
0.2290
0.2200
0.2201

n

2.9239
2.8568
2.8080
2.8120
2.8700
2.8810
2.8690
2.8730
2.7990
2.7450
2.6395
2.5980
2.5693
2.5700
2.5523

z

1.5939
1.4508
1.4377
1.4077
1.4920
1.4895
1.4654
1.4510
1.3760
1.2852
1.1737
1.1420
1.1081
1.1200
1.1009

2.20 Computer Aided Control System for the Superconducting
Cyclotron and the MP Tandem

R.L., Graham and R.B. Walker with B.F. Greiner (NRX Reactor
Branch)

The PDP-11/34 computer system has continued to

function reliably during the past quarter. The system

was shut down once for scheduled maintenance and a few

times because of power interruptions. During this period

it has been used heavily for field mapping and has not

been readily available for development of system software.

The software operating system, RSX-11D, is being

phased out by the manufacturer (Digital Equipment Co.)

who are now encouraging conversion to the IAS operating

system. As our control software is based on the VICKSI

control software developed at the Hahn Meitner Institute
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(HMI) in Berlin we shall await their decision on the

possibility of conversion from RSX-11D to IAS.

Cooperation with HMI continues to be excellent and we

hope to add some of their recent software modifications

in the near future. L.D. Hansen has been studying their

software in Berlin and has sent us three draft reports

summarizing the VICKSI control software.

A fifth terminal (LA36) has been installed in

building 467 which communicates with the PDP-11/34 via

a modem link. Since the present operating system

supports only four terminals one port is now switched

between the educational terminal in the tandem control

room and the new 46 7 terminal as needs arise. Two new

crates have been installed on the bit-serial CAMAC high-

way in building 467; one is now being used for monitoring

the r.f. systeir and the other will be used for monitoring

cryogenic equipment.

Two prototype CAMAC module simulators are essentially

complete. The "manual modules" will simulate the operation

of an IGOR (Input Gate Output Register) and a PSC (Power

Supply Controller). A third manual SPO unit (Status

Pulse Output) simulator is under construction and a

fourth manual SMC (Stepping Motor Controller) simulator

will be constructed when details arrive. Recent

information from L.D. Hansen indicates that the simulators

for these four commonly used modules will be required

in large quantities. Accordingly steps are being taken

to have them produced externally in quantity.
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2.21 Tandem Electronics

J.P.D. O'Dacre and E.C. Waito

A current offset/calibrator circuit for use with

the precision integrator described in PR-P-120:2.24;

AECL-6452 has been bench tested. The calibrator function

provides fixed current outputs in eight ranges from
— 2 —9

10 to 10 amperes at an accuracy of 0.01% for checking

the integrator; the variable offset current is available

from 10 to below 10 amperes in eight ranges. The

circuit is designed to preserve the integrity of the

floating guarded current input of the integrator. Five

precision integrators have now been constructed. Two

are' in full time use, the remaining three are awaiting

panel meters.

2.22 Target Preparation

J.L. Gallant and D.J. Yaraskavitch

The following targets were prepared for Nuclear

Physics experiments: Sn,C (dag films), Ni,Ca(natural),
1 2 8Te, 13OTe,Pt (natural), 94Zr,NaBr on iron, Au,

Pb(natural), carbon on nickel, Nb, Si(natural), WO3 on

gold and silver backings and (all on annealed iron)
160Dy, 1 3 0Te, 156Gd, 1 3 4Ba, Sm(natural), 1 7 4Yb, and 1 3 0Te.

Work done for other branches

Silver and titanium targets of approximately

100 g/em were prepared for the Solid State Science Branch.

These targets are used to measure stopping powers. Red

phosphorous, zinc phosphide on carbon, aluminum and

carbon targets, gold on silicon, silver on quartz, Au, Cu,

C, Zr, Nb, carbon on silicon and germanium backings were

also prepared for the same branch.
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Stripper foils

Early in the quarter, stripper foils were replaced
2

with slackened AECL 2 yg/cm foils.. Recently, 150
2

cracked ethylene slackened ^ 3 yg/cm foils, 30 Jaeri
2

slackened and 40 AECL 2 yg/cm slackened foils were

placed in the terminal and are now in use.

Stripper foil development

The apparatus to prepare cracked ethylene foils

is now operational. Some work has been done to deter-

mine the thickness of foils. If results on the cracked

ethylene foils presently at the terminal fulfill expec-

tations it is probable that all future foils will be
2

slackened, 2 yg/cm cracked ethylene carbon films.

2.23 MP Tandem Operation

J.C.D. Milton

The SF_ compressor was unavailable for 6 weeks

during the quarter, the time required to overhaul and

move it to its new location alongside the ion source

cage. Fortunately it was not necessary to enter the tank

during the move, nevertheless the tank was 'entered

seven times during the quarter, twice to replenish foils,

five times to search for leaks, repair loose hardware and

other problems.

Thirteen experiments were run. Nine visiting

scientists were involved in experiments occupying 73%

of the available time and their average participation

was 34%.
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TABLE 2.23.1

MP Tandem operating times
1979 March 22 to 1979 June 19

hours

Beam available

Scheduled Shutdown

Unscheduled Shutdown

TOTAL 2160.0 100.0

2.24 Absolute Fission Yields per Muon Capture in U and U

O. Hausser with S. Ahmad, G.A. Beer, M.S. Dixit,
J.A. Macdonald, G.R. Mason, A. Olin and R.M. Pearce
(University of Victoria and TRIUMF) and S.N. Kaplan
(University of California at Berkeley)

Measurements have been made of the delayed fission

yields per captured muon with multiplate fission chambers
n or O O O

of U and U. In addition to y-induced fissions,

x-rays from the cascade of muons captured by uranium

nuclei were detected in a large volume Ge(Li) detector.

A computer-based data acquisition system permitted the

recording of fission chamber and Ge(Li) pulse heights

as well as tiraing information relative to p stops

detected with a standard scintillator telescope. The
235

U fission spectrum (Fig. 2.24.1) shows clear separ-

ation of the fission peak from alphas. The measured

ratios of delayed fissions in coincidence with K x-rays

to K x-rays are:
3.1 ± 0.3% for 2 3 8U
10.2 ± 1% for

The present results are still subject to a fission

chamber efficiency correction.
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Figure 3.24.1

2.25 Counting Losses in a Pulsed Optical Feedback Preamplifier

L.V. Smith, R.L. Graham, J.S. Geiger and J.s. Merritt

High resolution Ge spectrometers utilizing a pulse

optical feedback preamplifier, as normally provided by the

manufacturers, suffer from pulse height dependent losses.

In this type of preamplifier the bias level is allowed

to swing over a range of several volts until reset

by the upper level of a discriminator. In our commercial

unit, the reset action follows instantly and the triggering

event is rejected. Since a high energy event is more
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likely to cause a reset, there is a preferential dis-

crimination against it.

To demonstrate this form of loss a simple modifi-

cation was made to the preamplifier to delay the reset

action long enough to permit processing of most of the

triggering events. The spectrum of those events that

caused reset indeed shows a marked predominance of the

more energetic pulses. In the total spectrum from a

Ba source we find that the intensity ratio of the

356 keV peak to the 81 keV peak increases by * 15%

when the modification is in place.

Landes et al (IEEE NS-26, (1979) 428) describe

a preamplifier that eliminates this loss mechanism.

Dead time losses from other causes are being

investigated. If suitable methods for loss correction

can be established we plan to use this syscem to examine

the x-ray region of Ba in the forthcoming inter-

comparison sponsored by the International Committee for

Radionuclide Metrology (ICRM).

19 8 2 33
2.26 Au and Pa Measurements for a Determination of the

232
Th Thermal Neutron Activation Cross Section

A.R. Rutledge, L.V. Smith and J.S. Merritt with
R.T. Jones (Reactor Physics Branch)

Measurements have been completed for an accurate
232

determination of the Th thermal neutron activation

cross section, in cooperation with Reactor Physics

Branch (RPB). The experiment consists of irradiating

known masses of gold, thorium and thorium oxide foils

in the thermal column of the NRU reactor, followed by
198 233

assay of the Au and Pa activities produced. The

masses of the foils were determined independently by

both RPB and Nuclear Physics Branch (NP); RPB assumed

responsibility for the irradiation and for y~counting



233
the Pa in the irradiated foils with a Ge(Li) "y-ray

198
spectrometer; NP for the assay of Au in the irradiated

233
gold foils and for provision of accurate Pa standards

for a direct calibration of the RPB spectrometer.

We measured the mass of the gold foils (x 20 to

100 mg) with the Mettler-ME-22 balance. The thorium and

thorium oxide foils were much heavier (» 150 to 400 mg).

Consequently a Mettler M-5 was adequate and more

convenient for this range. In both cases the fractional

uncertainty was within ±0.01%.
19 8

Solutions of Au prepared from the irradiated

gold foils were measured in the calibrated 4TTY ionization

chamber (PR-P-118:2.30, AECL-6216) versus a 2 2 6Ra

reference source. The statistical uncertainty (standard

error in the mean value obtained for a foil) was

typically ±0.03% or less. No evidence of impurities was

found by Ge(Li) y-ray spectrometry or by following the
198

decay, which was consistent with our Au half-life

value of 2.6937 + 0.0006 days (PR-P-113:2.32, AECL-5802).
199 —3

The Au content is calculated as < 10 %. The estimated

lirait of uncertainty from all radioactive ii^ourities is

< 0.01%. The other source of systematic uncertainty
in these measurements is the calibration of the ionization

19 8chamber for Au, which we believe to be known to
±0.05%.

233
A solution of Pa was standardized by the 4ir$-y

233
coincidence method. . The decay of Pa is rather complex,

so that considerable testing with many runs was necessary

to ascertain the accuracy of the results. The maximum

difference observed among all runs was (0.066 ± 0.026)%.

where the standard errors are combined in quadrature.

To complete our assessment of the accuracy of these

measurements, we rely on our investigations into other

sources of systematic uncertainty or bias in the
134

4ir3~Y coincidence method that were done for the Cs
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international comparison (AECL-5562). We conclude that

the sum of these is ±0.18%. The proper method for

combining the sources of uncertainty in the various
232

measurements contributing to the Th cross section is

still under discussion. However, to 3 digits the result

is 7.33 b*with an accuracy much better than that of any

published value.

134
2.27 Cs International Comparison

J.S. Merritt, A.R. Rutledge and L.V. Smith

Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM)

issued a preliminary report which lists some of the

counting parameters and the final results from this

laboratory (PR-P-120:2.28; AECL-6452 and AECL-5562) and

twenty other laboratories for the international comparison
134of activity measurements of a Cs solution. Twenty-one

of the twenty-three other laboratories reported results

in agreement with CRNL's within ±0.25%. A detailed

analysis of these results is under way at BIPM.

2.28 The Half-Life of Pa

A.R. Rutledge and J.S. Merritt

233The decay of- Pa has now been followed with the

4iry ionization chamber for more than eleven half-lives

and, as the activity has fallen to a level equal to

that of background, the experiment has been terminated.

*1 b = 10"28m2
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The value of the half-life has been determined to

be 26.967 ±0,006 days, where the error quoted is three

standard deviations. This is consistent with our pre-

liminary value which was obtained when the sample had

been followed for only two half-lives (PR-P-119:2.29,

AECL-6366).

No long-lived impurities were found in the sample.

Impurities were tested for periodically with the Ge(Li)

counter, and also by dividing the ionization chamber

data into early and later parts, each analyzed separately.

2.29 Standards Issued

J.S. Merritt, A.R. Rutledge and L.V. Smith

90
Sr - General Chemistry
Ba - Medical Research
Pa - Reactor Physics

2.30 Miscellaneous Services

J.S. Merritt

Sources Prepared:

56
Co - Reactor Control Branch

Co - Nuclear Physics Branch
152

Eu - Nuclear Physics Branch
Eu - Reactor Control Branch

88
Y(4) - Nuclear Physics Branch

2.31 MP Tandem Accelerator Measurement of Natural Isotope Ratios

H.R. Andrews, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies and J.C.D. Milton
with R.M. Brown and R.J. Schultz (Environmental Research
Bréinch) and Y. Imahori (NRX Reactor Branch)

See PR-B-122: 3.16
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2.32 Laser Magnetic Resonance (L.M.R.)

J.S. Geiger with D.R. Smith and J.D. Bonnett (Physical
Chemistry Branch)

See PR-CMa-49: 3.2.4

2.33 Angular Correlation of Linear Polarized Dipole
Radiations

J.S. Geiger and A.J. Ferguson

See PR-CMa-49: 3.2.5

2.34 Helium Implantation into Metal Foils

T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball and W.G. Davies with
I.M. Mitchell (Solid State Sc:ance Branch)

See PR-CMa-49: 1.2.9

2.35 Publications and Lectures

a) Publications

DESIGN OF THE INJECTION SYSTEM FOR THE CHALK RIVER SUPER-
CONDUCTING CYCLOTRON PROJECT
W.G. Davies and A.R. Rutledge
IEEE Trans, on Nucl. Sci. NS-26 (1979) 2086

ELASTIC EXCITATION FUNCTION OF 1 2C ON 4°Ca AT 180°
T.R. Renner, J.P. Schiffer, D. Horn, G.C. Ball and
W.G. Davies
Phys. Rev. Ç18 (1978) 1927

SEARCH FOR PARITY MIXING IN THE 93Tc 17/2~ ISOMER:
MEASUREMENTS OF PARTIAL GAMMA DECAY WIDTHS
B.A. Brown, O. Hausser, D. Ward, T. Faestermann,
H.R. Andrews, D. Horn
Nucl. Phys. A306 (1978) 242

SEARCH FOR aa* ROTATIONAL LEVELS IN 8Be
R.E. Warner, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies, A.J. Ferguson and
J.S. Forster
Phys. Rev. C19 (1979) 293
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HIGH SPIN YRAST STATES IN N=126 ISOTONES
D. Horn, O. Hausser, B. Haas, T.K. Alexander,
T. Faestermann, H.R. Andrews and D. Ward
Nucl. Phys. A317 (1979) 520

THE WEAK NEUTRAL CURRENT: SEARCH FOR A 0~ ISOMER IN 4 2S
AND 46V
K.P. Jackson, R.E. Azuma, I. Berka, T. Faestermann,
J.S. Geiger, J.C. Hardy and H. Schmeing
Can. J. Phys. 5_7 (1979) 411

SYSTEMATICS OF THE %x OSCILLATION IN STOPPING POWERS OF
VARIOUS SOLID MATERIALS
D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, I.V. Mitchell, W.N. Lennard,
R.B. Walker and N. Rud
Can. J. Phys. 5J_ (1979) 645

2 8
THE a-WIDTH OF THE LOWEST T=2 STATE IN Si
P.G. Ikossi, K.A. Snover, J.L. Osborne, E.G. Adelberger
and A.B. McDonald
Nucl. Phys. A319 (1979) 109

DECAYS OF THE LOWEST T=2 STATES IN A=4N NUCLEI FROM
8Be to 44Ti
S.J. Freedman, C.A. Gagliardi, M.A. Oothoudt, A.V. Nero,
R.G.H. Robertson, F.J. Zutavern, E.G. Adelberger and
A.B. McDonald
Phys. Rev. C19_ (1979) 1907

g-FACTORS OF HIGH-SPIN YRAST TRAPS IN 1 4 6 / 1 4 7Gd
O. Hausser, P. Taras, W. Trautmann, D. Ward, T.K. Alexander,
H.R. Andrews, B. Haas and D. Horn
Phys. Rev. Lett. 4_2 (1979) 1451

EXPLOSIVE-PUSHER-TYPE LASER COMPRESSION EXPERIMENTS
WITH NEON-FILLED MICROBALLOONS
B. Yaakobi, D. Steel, E. Thorsos, A. Hauer, B. Perry,
S. Skupsky, J.S. Geiger, C M . Lee, S. Letzring, J. Rizzo,
T. Mukaiyama, E. Lazarus, G. Halpern, H. Deckman,
J. Delettrez, J. Soures and R. McCrory
Phys. Rev. A19 (1979) 1247

The following papers were presented at the International
Conference on Nuclear Interactions, Canberra, Australia,
August 2 8 to September 1, 19 78 and appeared in the
Conference Proceedings, "Lecture Notes in Physics 9 2"

HIGH SPIN YRAST STATES IN Dy
D. Ward, 0. Hausser, H.R. Andrews, B. Haas
Conf. Proc. p. 415

HIGH SPIN YRAST STATES IN 16°Er, 1 6 4Yb and 166Yb
B. Haas, D. Ward, H.R. Andrews, O. Hausser, D. Horn
Conf. Proc. p. 420
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NUCLEI FAR FROM 3-STABILITY: ARE THEY REALLY EXOTIC?
J.C. Hardy
Conf. Proc. p. 167

MAGNETIC MOMENTS OF NUCLEAR EXCITED STATES
O. Hausser
Conf. Proc. p. 68

YRAST TRAPS AND OBLATE DEFORMATION AT HIGH ANGULAR
MOMENTA IN 152Dy
T.L. Khoo, R.K. Smither, B. Haas, O. Hausser, H.R. Andrews
D. Horn and D. Ward
Conf. Proc. p. 413

The following paper was presented at the 3rd International
Symposium on Neutron Capture Gamma Ray Spectroscopy
and Related Topics, BNL, September 18-22, 1978, and
appeared in the Proceedings

UPPER LIMITS FOR THE 1H(n,YY)2H CROSS SECTION
E.D. Earle and A.B. McDonald
Conf. Proc. p. 24 3

The following paper was presented at the Fifth Conference
on Application of Small Accelerators, North Texas
State University, November 6,7,8, 1978 and appeared in
the Conference Proceedings

LOW ENERGY STOPPING POWERS DETERMINED BY TIME OF FLIGHT
TECHNIQUES
H.R. Andrews, W.N. Lennard, I.V. Mitchell, D. Ward,
D. Phillips, R.B. Walker, N. Rud
IEEE NS-26 (1979) 1326

The following paper was presented at the International
Workshop on Gross Properties of Nuclei and Nuclear
Excitations, VII, Inst. fur Kernphysik, Technische
Hochschule, Darmstadt, January 15 to 17, 19 79 and
appeared in the Conference Proceedings

DELAYED PROTON DECAY AMONG LIGHT NUCLEI (A <_ 100)
J.C. Hardy
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b) Lectures

The following talks were given at the American
Physical Society Meeting, Washington, April 23 to
April 26, 19 79:

A PRECISE DETERMINATION OF THE EXCITATION ENERGY OF
THE LOWEST T=3/2 STATE IN 35Ar
E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, L.C. Carraz, P.G. Hansen,
B. Jonson, S. Mattsson, H.L. Ravn, P. Tidemand-Peiersson
and G.T. Ewan

STATIC MOMENTS OF THE FIRST EXCITED STATES OF 4OSi and
32,34S

G.C. Ball, O. Hausser, T.K. Alexander, W.G. Davies,
J.S. Forster and D. Horn

HIGH VELOCITY DSAM MEASUREMENTS OF THE FIRST EXCITED 2 +

LEVELS OF l Si, S and 34S
W.G. Davies, T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball, J.S. Forster
and I.V. Mitchell

DESIGN OF THE BEAM TRANSPORT SYSTEM FOR THE CHALK RIVER
SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON PROJECT
A.R. Rutledge and W.G. Davies

The following talks were given at the International
Conference on the Structure of Medium-Heavy Nuclei,
Rhodos, Greece, May 1 to May 4, 1979:

THE g-FACTORS OF HIGH-SPIN ISOMERS IN 1 4 4' 1 4 6 / 1 4 7 f l 4 8Gd
P. Taras, 0. Hausser, W. Trautmann, D. Ward,
T.K. Alexander, H.R. Andrews, B. Haas and D. Horn

MULTIPLICITY STUDIES IN ERBIUM ISOTOPES
A.J. Ferguson, H.R. Andrews, J.R. Beene, C. Broude,
O. Hausser and B. Herskind

The following talks were given at the 19 79 CAP Congress,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, June 18 to
June 21, 1979:

PARITY VIOLATION IN NUCLEI: THE WEAK NUCLEON-NUCLEON
INTERACTION
A.B. McDonald (Invited talk)

LIFETIME MEASUREMENTS OF LEVELS IN 3°Si AND 3°P
T.K. Alexander, G.C. Ball, W.G. Davies and I.V. Mitchell
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The following talk was given as a joint seminar to
the Université de Montréal and McGill University by
J.C. Hardy, 1979 May 9, at Montreal:

PANDEMONIUM AND OTHER EXOTIC NUCLEI

The following seminar was given at the University of Oslo,
Norway, 1979 May 30, by W.G. Davies:

THE CHALK RIVER SUPERCONDUCTING CYCLOTRON PROJECT

The text of the above lectures may not be available
in print.
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NEUTRON AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS BRANCH

G. DOLLING

Staff

Lattice Dynamics of CUg 9oGen 08

Temperature Dependence of S(Q,UJ) for Liquid He at Large Q

Interatomic Potentials in Layered Pyrimidines

Phonons in Deuterated a-glycine

Commissioning of the High Pressure Crystal Growth System

Spin Excitations in UPd,

Neutron Scattering by Uranium Nitride

Mixed Valency in Cerium

Equilibrium Vacancies in Ordered and Disordered B-brass

Zr(n,y) Reaction Studies

Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence with the Bremsstrahlung
Monochromator

Reactor Beam-Hole Use

Trace Impurities in CdTe

Photoconductivity Measurements of CdTe

Gas Counters

Glassblowing and Miscellaneous Services

Machine Shop Services

Atomic Pair Correlations in Liquid Helium

The Condensate Fraction in
Its Temperature Dependence
The Condensate Fraction in Superfluid He and
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3.21 Photoelectron Spectroscopic Studies of Uranium Nitride

3.22 Isotopic Exchange Reactions in Protic Solvents by
NMR Spectroscopy

3.23 Parity Mixing in 21Ne

3.24 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuterium

3.25 Search for Parity Violating Decay in Li

3.26 Beta-Neutrino Correlations from the Kinematic Shift of
Beta-Delayed Particles

3.27 A Precise PW/POJ. Measurement at Z = 55:(I) the Mass of Cs

3.28 Development of the On-Line Isotope Separator

3.29 Mass-Difference Measurements with the Isotope Separator

3.30 On-Line Operation of the Isotope Separator

3.31 The T,=3/2 Series of Beta-Delayed Proton Precursors

3.32 Publications and Lectures
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3.1 Staff

SECTION I

G. Dolling
W.J.L. Buyers
T.M. Holden (1)
S.M. Kim
P. Martel
A.F. Murray (2)

BRANCH HEAD: G. Dolling

Technical Staff

SOLID STATE PHYSICS

J.C. Evans (5)
H.F. Nieman
M.M. Potter
D.C. Tennant

B.M.
E.C.

Powell
Svensson

Summer Staff

J.M. Yamanaka (7)

SECTION II

J.W. Knowles
E.D. Earle
M.A. Lone

SECTION III

NEUTRON NUCLEAR PHYSICS

W.M. Inglis
R.N. King
W.F. Mills

COUNTER DEVELOPMENT

D.A. Harrison (8)

J.G.V. Taylor
R.G.C. McElroy (3)
H. Schmeing

GLASSBLOWING

J.G. Wesanko

DESIGN

W. McAlpin
J. Dunn (4)

M.A. Gulick
L. Milani (6)
W.F. Slater
R.J. Toone

C.J. Virtue (9)

WORKSHOPS

A.H. Hewitt
H.C. Spenceley
K.H. Whitlock (10)

SECRETARIAL STAFF

D.M. Mitchell

(1) On leave of absence for one year at Imperial College of
Science & Technology, London, England; left Aug. 23, 1978.

(2) Postdoctoral Fellow from University of Edinburgh,
Scotland; arrived Oct. 26, 1978.

(3) Postdoctoral Fellow from University of Toronto.
(4) Seconded from Design & Technical Service Branch.
(5) Transferred from R&IS Branch, effective April 17, 1979.
(6) Transferred from R&IS Branch, effective May 1, 1979.
(7) McMaster University student; arrived May 1, 1979.
(8) University of Toronto student; arrived May 14, 1979.
(9) Queen's University student; arrived April 30, 1979.
(10) Transferred from WE&P Branch, effective April 16, 1979.
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3.2 Lattice Dynamics of CuQ g 2^0 08

E.C. Svensson with E.D. Hallman (Laurentian University)

The high-resolution measurements commenced in the

previous quarter (PR-P-121:3.3, AECL-6530) were completed

with results being obtained for the [00c]L & T, the

[ççO]L, T^ and T 2, and the [ççç]L & T branches of the

phonon dispersion relation at 296 K. The average ratio

(based on 70 phonons) to the corresponding phonon frequencies

for Cu is 0.958 + 0.023, but there are considerable variations

from branch to branch, and even for a given branch, with

individual ratios varying from 0.89 to 1.01 . In order to

determine the intrinsic phonon widths expected from

force-constant disorder in the alloy, the resolution widths

were calculated for all wave vectors, and, as a check,

selected measurements were carried out on pure copper under

identical conditions. On average, the excess width for the

alloy is about 0.2 THz, but again there are considerable

variations with the low-frequency phonons having negligibly

small intrinsic widths while some phonons near zone boundaries

have intrinsic widths as large as 0.6 THz. Selected measure-

ments were also carried out at 145 K. For certain branches

the intrinsic widths were virtually unchanged while for

others they decreased markedly.

Various force-constant models have been fitted to

the results for 296 K and the corresponding frequency-

distribution functions g(v) have been calculated. The

analysis is continuing, and further measurements of the

temperature dependence are planned.

A

3.3 Temperature Dependence of S (Q,ai) for Liquid He at Large Q

E.C. Svensson and P. Martel

The study (see PR-P-121:3.7, AECL-6530) was continued.

The discovery of low-level intermittent noise arising from
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the detector and its associated cables necessitated replacing

the original detector and subsequently repeating several of

the earlier measurements. In order to obtain sets of results

for several temperatures before the L3 spectrometer was taken

out of service for shielding improvements, the range of Q

was also decreased. Measurements covering the range

4.0 < Q < 7.0 k" (in 0.5 Â~ steps) have now been completed

at temperatures of 1.00, 2.12, 2.27 and 4.27 K and the

scattering by the empty specimen cassette has also been

determined. Fast-neutron backgrounds were automatically

determined at each point of every scan.

The measurements are now temporarily suspended and,

prior to their resumption, analysis of the results obtained

to date will be carried out using the programs written by

V.F. Sears of Theoretical Physics Branch (see PR-P-120:4.4,

AECL-6452).

3.4 Interatomic Potentials in Layered Pyrimidines

B.M. Powell and P. Martel

Interatomic potentials have been derived to interpret

the experimentally measured A and B intermolecular mode
9 g

frequencies in 1-methylthymine (1-MT) (1) and cytosine

monohydrate (CMH) (2). All interactions were described by

Buckingham potentials and for the non-bonded interactions

the parameters were those suggested by Kitaigorodskii (1).

For the two distinct hydrogen bonds in 1-MT and the five

distinct hydrogen bonds in CMH, the A and B parameters of

each potential were used as adjustable parameters while the

(1) D. Kirin, L. Colombo and K. Furic, Spectrochimica Acta

31A, 1721 (1975).

(2) G.E. Kugel, A, Gerbaux, C. Carabatos, P. Martel and

B.M. Powell, Spectrochimica Acta, to be published.
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C parameters were fixed. For 1-MT the fitted frequencies

are in fair agreement with those observed, and the quality

of fit is comparable to that obtained by Kirin et al. (1)

using a valence force description of the hydrogen bond

interactions. For CMH the fitted frequencies are in poor

agreement with those observed, the former being ~33%

systematically too low. This discrepancy is probably due

to the neglect of electrostatic interactions which are

expected to be particularly important in a hydrate such as

CMH.

3.5 Phonons in Deuterated ot-glycine

B.M. Powell and P. Martel

Measurements of the low frequency intermolecular

modes in deuterated ct-glycine were continued (PR-P-121:3.4,

AECL-6530). The low frequency optical mode at r suggested

by the earlier experiment has been confirmed. It is an IR

active mode with a frequency of 0.47 ± 0.03 THz. An optical

branch of the dispersion curve connecting with this mode at r

has also been observed. The observed shape of the longitudinal

acoustic Jaranch suggests that an "anti-crossing" with this

optical branch occurs, and that a second low lying optical

mode may exist with a frequency in the range 0.8 - 1.0 THz.

The velocities of sound derived from the observed longitudinal

and transverse acoustic branches are 3680 ± 138 m»s and

2220 ± 49 m.s respectively.

3.6 Commissioning of the High Pressure Crystal Growth System

H.F. Nieman, B.M. Powell and G. Dolling

The high pressure gas compression system together

with the high pressure sample cell and its cryostat have
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been successfully assembled and tested. The high pressure

system generates pressure in a two-stage process: (a) in the

low pressure stage the gas is pre-pressurized to 200 MPa by

a gas compressor, and (b) in the high pressure stage, the

low pressure side is disconnected, and pressure may then be

increased to a maximum of 1000 MPa by means of a hydraulically

driven intensifier, with a pressure ratio of 16:1.

Initial problems with this Harwood intensifier were

resolved by replacing the high pressure packing rings and

re-honing the bore of the intensifier. The high pressure

side with its interconnecting tubing was then tested to

900 MPa. The high pressure hi alloy sample chamber is mounted

in a He cryostat suitably modified to allow entry of the

flexible high pressure gas inlet line from the intensifier.

The sample chamber was tested at room temperature to a pressure

of 690 MPa.

The compression system and cryostat assembly were

commissioned under operating conditions by measuring,the

melting curve (P - T ) of N- (purity 99.9995%). Measurements

were made at pressures of 95.9, 146.6, 167.6, 187.6, 301.4,

404.5 MPa and melting temperatures of 82.86, 91.19, 94.41,

97.54, 113.56, 126.74 K respectively were obtained. These

results are in excellent agreement with those measured by

other workers [V.M. Cheng, W.B. Daniels and R.K. Crawford,

Phys. Rev. B _U (1975) 3972; R.L. Mills, D.H. Liebenberg

and J.C. Bronson, J. Chem. Phys. £3_ (1975) 4026],

A large (~1.5 ml) single crystal of 8-N- was grown

at a pressure of 210 MPa by slowly cooling the high pressure

fluid through the melting point (101.7 K ) , with a temperature

gradient of 2 K along the 4 cm length of the sample chamber.

After cooling to 100 K, neutron photographs were taken of

(1011)-type Bragg reflections to establish the size and shape
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of the crystal. The crystal could only be maintained for

about a day at this elevated temperature, however, because

of the very high recrystallization rate.

3.7 Spin Excitations in

A.F. Murray and W.J.L. Buyers

The neutron inelastic scattering from single-crystal

UPd, has been measured in order to further the study of the

magnetic excitations (PR-P-120:3.7, AECL-6452; PR-P-121:3.10,

AECL-6530), The intensities of the modes at 3.35 THz and

0.40 THz (at 4.2 K and wavevector (0.25,0,3)) are lower at

77 K by an amount which indicates that there are additional

low-lying states not predicted by the existing U (f ) and

U (f ) model configurations for the uranium atom. The

frequency of the 0.40 THz mode does not vary greatly with

wavevector, but the dispersion of the higher frequency mode

is appreciable. This mode is, in fact, split at many wave-

vectors, most markedly at (1,0,3) where the peak frequencies

are 3.35 THz and 4.4 THz.. From the relative intensities of

this mode at different wavevectors we can infer that the

inter-spin coupling giving rise to the dispersion is not of

a purely ferromagnetic nature. Analysis is continuing.

3.8 Neutron Scattering by Uranium Nitride

W.J.L. Buyers, A.F. Murray and E.C. Svensson

The sharp structure in the neutron scattering by

uranium nitride reported in PR-P-120:3.6, AECL-6452 has been

studied in detail at 4.2 K using the N5 spectrometer.

Measurements were carried out at several positions in the

Brillouin zone centred on the (110) magnetic reciprocal-lattice

point, and also at (0 0 1), (0 0 1 ), (0 0 2) and (3 3 0).
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Scattered-neutron frequencies v' of 6,7,8,9 and 10 THz

were used and selected measurements were also carried out

at 30 K and 40 K (TN » 50 K). From the variations of the

frequencies and intensities of the sharp peaks with wave-

vector, temperature and v1, it was concluded that these

peaks arise predominantly from phonons seen via multiple-

scattering processes. The broad component of inelastic

scattering reported previously (PR-P-116:3.8, AECL-6083

and PR-P-117:3.10, AECL-6177) thus still remains the only

evidence for spin-wave scattering by UN. An interesting

conjecture which we intend to explore in future measurements

is that although the scattering out of the ground state of

UN appears to be extremely weak it might be possible at

intermediate temperatures, say 20-40 K, to observe reasonably

sharp and strong peaks corresponding to excited-state spin

waves. In the measurements at 30 and 40 K we observed

increased intensity on the low-frequency sides of the sharp

"feed-through" phonon peaks which is almost certainly of

magnetic origin.

3.9 Mixed Valency in Cerium

W.J.L. Buyers and P. Martel with M.B. Maple (University of

California, San Diego)

Neutron scattering studies of the electronic

properties of cerium in a non-magnetic host (PR-P-118:3.10,

AECL-6 216) have been continued on the C5 spectrometer.

Whereas a temperature dependent magnetic transition was

previously observed between crystal field levels in

^ O . ^ O . l ' o . ^ O . l ' r e c e n t measurements on T h ^ C e ^

did not indicate any magnetic scattering at temperatures

down to 5.2 K. These measurements are in qualitative

agreement with susceptibility measurements at UCSD which
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suggest that magnetic scattering may only occur below 4 K

in Th n Q C e n , . Measurements on a third alloy of inter-im . y U « 1
mediate La concentration are planned.

3.10 Equilibrium Vacancies in Ordered and Disordered g-brass

S.M. Kim

Measurements of the temperature dependence of the

positron annihilation peak rate in 3-brass (PR-P-121:3.2,

AECL-6530) have been extended to 560°C. The peak rate did

not show any significant change across the order-disorder

transition temperature of 463°C, a result expected since

all the positrons are trapped at vacancies above ~360°C.

The trapped peak rate remained temperature independent from

360°C to about 430°C.

Above 430°C, however, the peak rate increased

rapidly with temperature with a slope -1.2 x 10 /°C,

indicating positron trapping at vacancy clusters. Measure-

ments of the peak rate at room temperature before and after

each heating run suggest that these trapping sites are most

likely equilibrium divacancies. Although equilibrium

divacancies have been conjectured to exist in metals at

elevated temperatures, there has been no direct experimental

evidence for them. Positron measurements in (3-bra.ss provide

very favorable circumstances for observing these divacancies

since the mono-vacancy trapping saturates well below the

melting temperature.

3.11 Zr(n,y) Reaction Studies

M.A. Lone, W.M. Inglis and D.A. Harrison

91A program to measure the Zr(n,v) cross section

at the N4 spectrometer, NRU, is underway. Measurements of

the y-ray transitions with GeLi - GeLi coincidence are in
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progress. A Nal - GeLi pair spectrometer is being com-

missioned for measurements of y ray transitions in the

anti-Compton and pair modes. These data will assist in

establishing the branching ratios which are needed for the

cross section measurements.

A new target chamber fitted with interlocking LiF

liners is being fabricated. This will permit the precise

positioning of small samples in the beam tube, which is

necessary for the measurements of the capture cross section

with a total energy detection (TED) technique.
90

During our studies of the Zr(n,y) reaction

(PR-P-118-.3.13, AECL-6216), y-rays from trace chemical

impurities were found to be a serious problem. Since then
90

Zr samples obtained from other sources have shown quite

different trace impurities. In order to quickly identify

the nuclides giving rise to these background lines a y-ray

catalogue has been prepared. It contains all y-rays above

160 keV emitted following neutron capture in elements

hydrogen through bismuth. The transitions are arranged in

ascending order of energy and each entry gives the branching

ratio, capture cross section and target element, and two

additional intense y-rays from that element.

3.12 Nuclear Fesonance Fluorescence with the Bremsstrahlung

Monochromator

J.W. Knowles, W.F. Mills and R.N. King, with T.E. Drake

and B. Pich (University of Toronto)

The Chalk River bremsstrahlung monochromator at the

University of Illinois Microtron Laboratory (PR-P-117:3.14,

AECL-6177) has been used to measure the intensities and

widths of the strong y-ray transitions from levels at
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6.7, 7.1 and 7.3 MeV to the ground state in * Pb. The

best resolution obtained for these yrays was 12 - 15 keV

which is somewhat broader than the calculated limit of

~10 keV based on the geometry of the monochromator.

Subsequent tests showed that the excess broadening was

caused by instabilities in tha incident electron beam

and that narrower line widths of -10 keV could be obtained

if the counting time interval was limited to <1 hour.

From the area under each spectrum line, knowing the

fractional solid angle subtended by the Nal(Tfc) detector

at the target, the fractional y-ray absorption in the

target, and the coincidence counting rate of the Nal(TJl)

placed in the incident bremsstrahlung beam, we calculated

the widths of the transitions to be 17, 39 and 42 eV

respectively in agreement with values obtained previously

*t CRNL with the Compton spectrometer (J.W. Knowles,

A.I!. Khan and W.F. Mills, Can. J. Phys. 56 (1978) 1030).

3.13 Reactor Beam-Hole Use

G. Dolling and H.F. Nieman

The Guelph University and McMaster University

spectrometers operated normally during the period. The

C2 fast-neutron chopper shutdown continued. The L3

spectrometer was shut down on May 22 for installation of

improved shielding and other modifications. Start-up is

expected.in July.
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Beam Hole No. of No. of No. of Efficiency
Experiments Participating Participating (% of available

CRNL non-CRNL reactor operating
scientists scientists time used for

experiments)

Cl
C4

C5

L3

N4

N5

1

2

3

1

2

4

1

3

2

3

1

4

0

1

2

0

0

3

80

97

94

67

80

95

Total reactor operating time was 75 days.

3.14 Trace Impurities in CdTe

H. Schmeing, C.J. Virtue, L. Milani and R.J. Toone

Spectrometer grade CdTe produced in this laboratory

has often displayed characteristics which we had to attribute

to some undetected but significant trace impurity. A

meticulous investigation of the starting materials as supplied

(PR-P-118:3.21, AECL-6216) finally supported the manufacturer's

claim that the Cd and Te purchased was indeed of "69 grade"

purity. This led us to conclude that trace impurities had

inadvertently been added during processing in this laboratory.

We have now isolated Cu, which is known to diffuse

easily through quartz and to be electrically active in

semiconductors as a prime suspect. Quartz ampoules similar

to those used for crystal growth were equipped with a cold

trap, evacuated, sealed, and subjected to a mock production

run. After only a few days at 1050°C the cold traps were
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2
found coated with a thick (up to 40 yg/cm ) mirror-like

metallic deposit. Its colour and chemical reaction

indicated copper. Subsequent spectroscopic analysis of

one deposit indicated 97% Cu and 3% Fe. The source of the

copper is being investigated. It could emanate from the

furnace windings or, more likely, from the brass tips of

torches used in glass blowing.

It also became evident during our tests that an

evacuated and sealed quartz ampoule always contains a

substantial amount of CO (up to several hundred Pa) which

is liberated during the sealing-off procedure as well as

during periods of extended heating. It is unclear at the

moment whether the presence of CO in the atmosphere above

the melt has any effect on the quality of crystals grown

from the melt.

3.15 Photoconductivity Measurements of CdTe

R.G.C. McElroy, W.F. Slater, R..~. Toone and L. Milani

Further room temperature measurements of the

photoconductive decay in CdTe have been performed. These

measurements show that the decay is nonexponential; the

instantaneous relaxation time increases as the relaxation

proceeds. Further, the growth of photoconductivity upon

illumination does not have the same time dependence as the

decay. This behaviour is entirely consistent with the

hypothesis of large scale spatial fluctuations of the

potential within the crystal (PR-P-121:3.19, AECL-6530).

The recently procured Janis continuous flow

cryostat will allow a more complete investigation of these

crystals. This instrument is currently being commissioned.

A description of the technique of using a marginal

oscillator for contactless photoconductivity measurements

is being prepared for publication.
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3.16 Gas Counters

W.F. Slater, M.A. Gulick and J.G.V. Taylor

X-ray examination showed that the high background

in an HP-7 3He counter (PR-P-121:3.17, AECL-6530) was

caused by a misaligned anode. A replacement for it and

another high pressure HP-7 (0.7 MPa He + 0.2 MPa Kr)

were supplied to Section I.

BF, counters held as spares for E0I.&P. Branch

have been found to have deteriorated. It appears that

the shelf-life of these counters may be only 15-20 years.

The BF, line has been recommissioned and some BP-11B and

BP-24 counters are being refilled to provide spares for

existing instruments. Newly designed instrumentation will

use commercial BF, counters.

The new guarded low-background counter (PR-P-121:3.17,

AECL-6530) was delivered to Environmental Research Branch

and a second unit is being made.

3.17 Glassblowing and Miscellaneous Services

J.G. Wesanko and M.A. Gulick

A bank of eight refluxing distillation units Î as

been built for System Materials Branch. The units are used

to study leaching rates of various glass compositions

incorporating radioactivity.

A CO2 reduction furnace and sample combustion line

was supplied to Environmental Research Branch. A gas

stripper and trickle column for catalyst lifetime studies

was made for Physical Chemistry Branch. Four 55 cm x 4 cm

combustion boats supplied to Biology Branch required the

construction of a jig to meet required tolerances.
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A number of quartz containers were made for the

Counter Section. Thirty ceramic spacers were cut for

Physical Chemistry Branch, holes were drilled in ceramic

plates for Ontario Hydro, and six ceramic discs were cut

for Quality Control Branch.

3.18 Machine Shop Services

A.H. Hewitt, H.C. Spenceley and K.H. Whitlock

A large part of Building 459 machine shop work

involved cryostat commissioning and maintenance, including

repairs to a McMaster University cryostat. Specially

shielded beam attenuators were made for use in N5 and L3

spectrometer calibration experiments. Of the 65% of

Building 116 shop time spent on Nuclear Physics Branch

jobs, the major part went into the making of a skimmer and

detector chamber for the Beta-Neutrino Correlation experi-

ment. Fourteen plastic scintillator blocks were machined

for Section II of the Branch.

3.19 Atomic Pair Correlations in Liquid Helium

E.C. Svensson with V.F. Sears (Theoretical Physics Branch)

See PR-P-122:4.3 .

4
3.20 The Condensate Fraction in Superfluid He and Its Temperature

Dependence

E.C. Svensson with V.F. Sears (Theoretical Physics Branch)

See PR-P-122:4.4 .

3.21 Photoelectron Spectroscopic Studies of Uranium Nitride

W.J.L. Buyers with P.R. Norton (Physical Chemistry Branch)

See PR-CMa-49:3.3.3 .
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3.22 isotopic Exchange Reactions in Protic Solvents by NMR

Spectroscopy

R.G.C. McElroy with J.D. Halliday and P.E. Bindner

(Physical Chemistry Branch)

See PR-CMa-49:3.4.2 .

3.23 Parity Mixing in Ne

E.D. Earle et al.

See PR-P-122:2.4 .

3.24 Parity Violation in the Photodisintegration of Deuterium

E.D. Earle, J.W. Knowles et al.

See PR-P-122:2.2 .

3.25 Search for Parity Violating Decay in Li

E.D. Earle et al.

See PR-P-122:2.3 .

3.26 Beta-Neutrino Correlations from the Kinematic Shift of

Beta-Delayed Particles

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-122:2.11 .

3.27 A_Precise_PK/Pp+ Measurement at Z = 55:(I) the Mass of
 1 3 0Cs

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-122:2.10 .

3.28 Development of the On-Line Isotope Separator

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-122:2.8 .
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3.29 Mass-Difference Measurements with the Isotope Separator

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-122:2.9 .

3.30 On-Line Operation of the Isotope Separator

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-122:2.7 .

3.31 The T^ = 3/2 Series of Beta-Delayed Proton Precursors

H. Schmeing et al.

See PR-P-122:2.5 .

3.32 Publications and Lectures

Publications

THE WEAK NEUTRAL CURRENT: SEARCH FOR A û" ISOMER IN 42Sc
AND
K.P. Jackson, R.E. Azuma, J. Berka, T. Faestermann,
J.S. Geiger, J.C. Hardy and H. Schmeing
Can. J. Phys. 57 (1979) 411
Atomic Energy of" Canada Limited publication AECL-6466

CRYOSTAT COLD-FINGER SUPPORT FOR SHIELDED Ge GAMMA-RAY
DETECTORS
R.J. Toone
Cryogenics 19̂  (1979) .280
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited publication AECL-6498

Lectures

VACANCY FORMATION ENERGIES IN bcc AND fee STAINLESS STEELS
AND BRASSES: STRUCTURE AND ORDER DEPENDENCE
S.M. Kim and W.J.L. Buyers
5th International Conference on Positron Annihilation,
Lake Yamanaka, Japan
April 8-11, 1979
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NEUTRON SCATTERING NEAR THE NEEL POINT OF ANTIFERROMAGNETIC
URANIUM NITRIDE
T.M. Holden, W.J.L. Buyers, E.C. Svensson and G.H. Lander
Meeting on Current Research in Magnetism, Bedford College,
Regents Park, London, England
April 9, 1979

NEUTRON SCATTERING AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF PLASTIC
CRYSTALS
G. Dolling
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt,
Braunschweig, West Germany
April 30, 1979

COMMENSURATE-INCOMMENSURATE STRUCTURAL TRANSITIONS AND
SOLITONS - A WORM'S EYE VIEW
A.F. Murray
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario
April 23, 1979

The following papers were presented at the C.A.P. Congress
in Vancouver, B.C., June 18-21, 1979 :

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF THE PLASTIC PHASES
OF POLYCRYSTALLINE SFg AND CBr4

V.F. Sears, G. Dolling and B.M. Powell

DEPENDENCE OF VACANCY FORMATION ENERGY ON
LONG-RANGE ORDER IN 3'-BRASS
S.M. Kim and W.J.L. Buyers

NEUTRON SCATTERING AT MEDIUM AND HIGH FLUX FACILITIES
W.J.L. Buyers

LATTICE DYNAMICS OF Cu-8.6% Ge
E.D. Hallman and E.C. Svensson

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF S(Q) FOR LIQUID 4He
E.C. Svensson, V.F. Sears, P. Martel and A.D.B. Woods

Au(p,y) STRENGTH FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS
S.K. Saha, M.A. Lone and B.C. Robertson
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The following papers were presented at the International
Conference on Nuclear Physics with Electromagnetic
Interactions, Mainz, Germany, June 5-9, 1979

A HIGH RESOLUTION BREMSSTRAHLUNG MONOCHROMATOR FOR
PHOTO NUCLEAR MEASUREMENTS
J,W. Knowles, T.E. Drake, B. Pich and S. Yen

Ml GIANT RESONANCE IN NUCLEI WITH 100 < A < 200
M.A. Lone and F.C. Khanna
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THEORETICAL PHYSICS BRANCH

G.E. Lee-Whiting

4.1 Staff

4.2 Leakage Neutron and Gamma-Ray Spectra from D-0 Samples
Subjected to Gamma Irradiation

4.3 Atomic Pair Correlations in Liquid Helium

4.4 The Condensate Fraction in Superfluid ^He and its
Temperature Dependence

4.5 Width of Zero-Sound Mode in Liquid 3He

4.6 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

4.7 The Nuclear Force in the Quark Model

4.8 Application of a Triaxially Cranked Anisotropic
Oscillator Model to Deformed Nuclei

4.9 Calculation of Exact Deuteron Wavefunctions in the
Harmonic Oscillator Representation using Realistic
Interactions

4.10 Meson-Exchange Currents in Thermal n- He Radiative
Capture

4.11 Reports, Publications, and Lectures
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4.1 Staff

Branch Head: G.E. Lee-Whiting

M.
F.C.
S.A.
H.C.
V.F.
I.S.

Harvey
Khanna
Kushneriuk
Lee
Sears
Towner

K.B. Winterbon

Visitor

M.G. Vassanji (1)
A. Gagliardi (2)

Secretarial Staff

M.E. Carey

NR Pot j.-. Fallow; from the University of
\: _^, arrived September 18, 1978.

2 Summer student frum Concordia University - May 3, 1979.
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4.2 Leakage Neutron and Gamma-Ray Spectra from D?0 Samples Subjec-

ted to Gamma Irradiation

S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong (Math, and Computation Branch)

Monte Carlo calculations (PR-P-120:4.3 (AECL-6452))

of the gamma and neutron leakage spectra and the temporal reso-

lution of neutron leakage out of D_0 target assemblies have now

been completed for several assemblies. Neutron production in

the system is via the d(y,n)p reaction by gammas incident with

energies greater than 2.223 MeV. Transport studies in these

systems are relevant for purposes of designing the optimum Do0

target in the proposed A.B. McDonald et al. optimum (PR-P-119:

2.2 (AECL-6366)) experiment to study parity violation in the

photodisintegration of deuterium, using bremsstrahlung radiation

as the gamma-ray source.

Some results obtained are as follows. There is

overall agreement between calculated intensities of gamma-rays

emergent at the surface of a prototype target assembly (̂ 5 mm

thick, 200 mm diameter, 200 mm long SS vessel containing D-O;

gamma-rays incident in a 90 mm x 90 mm area on one face of the

vessel) and veasured intensities. Neutronic calculations indi-

cate that ^6% of the neutrons produced in the D?O reach thermal

energies in this assembly when the end-point energy of the

irradiating gamma-rays is 3 MeV. Approximately 30% of the

thermal neutrons generated in the assembly are captured by the

assembly materials (principally by the SS) and 70% escape from

the assembly. The average age of the thermal neutrons that

escape is 127 ps, with 80% of the escapes being completed by

200 ps. For an assembly twice the prototype size (i.e. 8 times

the D_O volume), ^30% of the neutrons produced in the assembly

reach thermal energies in the assembly. The mean age of the

thermal neutrons that escape from the assembly is 360 ps with

80% of the escapes being completed within 560 ps.
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4.3 Atomic Pair Correlations in Liquid Helium

V.F. Sears, with E.C. Svensson (N.S.S.P. Branch)

The analysis of the neutron diffraction data

commenced in the previous quarter (PR-P-121:4.3 (AECL-6530))

has now been completed for each of the 11 temperatures studied.

At each temperature the static structure factor, S(Q), has
°-l

been determined for 0.8 <_ Q <. 10.8 A with an average statis-

tical precision of 0.8% and with a residual systematic error

which is estimated to be <1%. Our results are in good agree-

ment with the small-angle X-ray scattering results in the range

0.133 <. Q <. 1.125 A~ . They are also consistent with the

requirement that the pair correlation function, g(r), obtained
°-lfrom a Fourier analysis of S (Q), vanish for v<2.0 A where the

interatomic potential is effectively infinite.

Comparing our S(Q) and g(r) results at 1.00 K

with theoretical calculations at T = 0 , we find significant

discrepancies. For example, the main maximum in S(Q) is 10%

higher than is calculated theoretically from a variational

ground-state wavefunction using the conventional Lennard-Jones

potential. Finally, our g(r) results have a characteristic

temperature dependence which has been used to determine the

temperature dependence of the condensate fraction as discussed

in the next section (PR-P-122:4.4 (AECL-6582)).

4
4.4 The Condensate Fraction in Superfluid He and its Temperature

Dependence

V.F. Sears,with E.C. Svensson (N.S.S.P. Branch)

It has been proposed (G.J. Hyland et al., Phys.

Lett. A31(1970)465) that the values of the condensate fraction
4

n (T) for superfluid He can be obtained from the pair-corre-
^ o

lation functions g(r,T) for r > 4.5 A via the relationship
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nQ(T) = 1 - /[g(r,T)-l]/[g(r,T*)-l] (1)

where T* is a temperature just above T\ . We have analysed

the new results for g(r,T) reported elsewhere (PR-P-122:4.3

(AECL-6582)) in terms of Eq. (1) using T* = 2.27 K and

obtained the following values :

T

1.00
1.38
1.77

1.97
2.07
2.12

2.15

K
K

K

K

K

K

K

no
0.128
0.130
0.137

0.047
0.027
0.021

-0.003

(T)

± 0.016
± 0.017
± 0.063
± 0.021
+ 0.022
± 0.017
+ 0.022

These results are very well described by the expression
4 5

nQ(T) = 0.14E+1- (T/T^) ' ] which contains an exponent three

times larger than the value 3/2 for an ideal Bose gas. The

majority of recent theoretical calculations have given values

for nn(0) in the range 0.08 - 0.13 in reasonably good agree-

ment with our results. Numerous estimates of nfi(T % 1.2 K)

have been obtained from earlier neutron-scattering studies but

most of these are two-to-six times smaller than our new values

for 1.00 and 1.38 K. This, we believe, results largely from

the inadequacies of the analysis procedures used to extract

nn(T) from the measured lineshapes, in particular, their fail-

ure to allow for the "distortions" produced by interference

effects and final-state interactions (see Martel et al.,

J. Low Temp. Phys. 2_3 (1976) 285) . A previous attempt (PR-P-114:

4.4 (AECL-5845)) to eliminate the effect of these "distortions"

by averaging over a range of Q values gave nfl(l.l K) =0.069 ±

0.08, about a factor of two less than in the present study.
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In the only previous estimate not based on lineshape analysis,

Cowley and Woods (Phys. Rev. Lett. 2JL (1968) 787) obtained a

value nn(T = 1.2 K) = 0.17 ± 0.10 from the variation with
°-l

temperature of the width of• a distribution at Q ^ 5.1 A

This value is consistent with the present estimates.

4.5 Width of Zero-Sound Mode in Liquid 3He

F.C. Khanna and H.R. Glyde (Univ. of Ottawa)

The width of the zero sound mode in liquid He has

been calculated in second-order perturbation theory using the

quasiparticle interaction given by the Landau theory of Fermi

liquids. The width depends strongly on pressure, varying

from 0.25 meV (at zero pressure) to 1.25 meV (at about

3 MPa) . The width increases roughly as (hw ) where hto is

the position of the zero-sound mode. The magnitude of the width

in this approximation has practically no dependence on

temperature.

This zero-sound mode width has been included in

a computer program for calculating the dynamic structure factor

S(Q,to), for liquid He.

4.6 Penetration of Heavy Ions in Solids

K.B. Winterbon

A program of exact calculation of ion implanta-

tion distributions in the path-length approximation was begun

some time ago (PR-P-113:4.7 (AECL-5802)); because the calcula-

tion of damage and ionization distributions for unequal projec-

tile and target-atom masses was not satisfactory, the program

was set aside. (The work on the equal-mass case was published.)

Now the calculation has been extended to include more terms in

the representation of the Mellin transform of the distributions,

using the formula-manipulation program SCHOONSCHIP (H. Strubbe,
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Comp. Phys. Commn. £(1974)1). The results are still not com-

pletely satisfactory when the recoil particles have long

ranges, but it is now believed that this is inherent in the

problem and not a result of mistakes in the analysis. This

work has been written up for publication.

Work on the net recoil density (NRD) (PR-P-118:

4.5 (AECL-6216)) has been resumed. The integral over the NRD

at negative depths is related to the sputtering yield but

coulr? not be obtained from the calculated distribution because

the distribution has an x singularity at x = 0. However,

because the integral over all x of the distribution vanishes,

it is possible to calculate the indefinite integral of the

distribution from the moments by the same method used in calcu-

lating the distribution. This now has an x 2 discontinuity

at x = 0, and the value at x = 0 gives the desired sputtering

' yield integral. Similarly, the value at the maximum of this

integral distribution gives the total number of excess

intensities at large depths, a quantity which was also not

readily obtainable from the former distribution.

4.7 The Nuclear Force in the Quark Model

M. Harvey

In the continuation of this study (PR-P-121:4.6

(AECL-6530)) we have now written a computer program to deter-

mine the nuclear force in the "deuteron-channel" and demon-

strated its applicability with an illustration quark-quark

(qq) -interaction. A letter has been submitted for publication.

For a more realistic calculation we need to know more about

the structure of the effective qq-interaction in baryons. In

this regard we are now engaged in determining the class of

intaractions which will yield the absolute energies of the ground

states and excited spectra of the nucléon and delta. It is
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hoped that the subsequent determination of the nucleon-nucleon

interaction will further limit the class of qq-interactions.

The procedure for using the fractional parentage

technique in the quark model has now been written up for publi-

cation. In the paper we show the six-quark structure of all
2 2

isospin-spin di-baryon (N , NA and A ) states in a cluster

model as well as identifying "hidden-color" states that cannot

be divided into colorless triplets of quarks.

4.8 Application of a Triaxially Cranked Anisotropic Oscillator

Model to Deformed Nuclei

M.G. Vassanji and M. Harvey

Study has continued on the self-consistent

anisotropic oscillator model cranked along three axes (c.f.

PR-P-121:4.7 (AECL-6520)). The detailed behaviour of inertia
24

parameters has been investigated in the case of Mg, which
has an asymmetric static deformation; the results are similar
to those from a projected Hartree-Fock calculation. The

20model is now being applied to Ne, which has axial symmetry

in the static limit but develops a "dynamic" non-axial defor-

mation with rotation.

4.9 Calculation of Exact Deuteron Wavefunctions in the Harmonic

Oscillator Representation using Realistic Interactions

M.G. Vassanji, I.S. Towner and F.C. Khanna

A computer code is being set up for diagonalis-

ing the Hamiltonian for a two nucléon system with realistic,

empirically fitted nucleon-nucleon forces - the Hamada Johnston,

boson-exchange and Reid soft-core potentials, for example.

A harmonic oscillator basis is used, and the calculation is

carried out in the centre-of-mass system of the nucléons.
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The size of the basis required for the convergence of even the

lowest eigenstate is quite large, the radial quantum numbers

of the oscillator wavefunction reaching a value of fifty or

more. The calculation of matrix elements with such rapidly

oscillating wavefunctions is beset with problems of numerical

accuracy. Asymptotic expansions are being used for evaluating

the wavefunctions and their integrals in this domain of large

radial quantum numbers. :."he resulting errors are believed to

be small; they are being estimated more precisely.

4.10 Meson-Exchange Currents in Thermal n- He Radiative Capture

I.S. Towner and F.C. Khanna

The calculation of the cross-section for radia-

tive n- He capture at thermal energies discussed in the last

progress report (PR-P-121:4.9 (AECL-6530)) has been repeated

using exponential rather than Gaussian wavefunctions for He.

The four parameters of the exponential wavefunction were

chosen to give the He charge density radius, the correct

deuteron binding energy between the first and second particles,

the correct He binding energy between the third particle and

the deuteron, and a reasonable behavour at short distances.

The radiative capture cross-section arising from one-n, one-p

and one-w meson-exchange currents is calculated to be 28 yb,

compared with 38 yb with gaussian wavefunctions. The experimen-

tal value is 60 ± 12 yb. If an enhanced pNN-coupling constant

is used (viz. IC. = 6.6 rather than the value K = 3.7 of the

vector dominance model), the p-contribution to the matrix element

increases by roughly a factor of three and the capture cross-

section is enhanced to 40 ub, compared with 52 yb with gaussian

wavefunctions.

This work is being written up for publication.
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4.11 Reports, Publications, and Lectures

Reports

NEUTRON CALCULATIONS FOR GRAPHITE-THORIUM ASSEMBLIES, 14 MeV
NEUTRON SOURCES.
S.A. Kushneriuk, P.Y. Wong, and G. Abel
AECL-6481 (PASS-17-4), February, 1979

Publications

ON BOSI'S METHOD FOR SOLVING LAPLACE'S EQUATION
G.E. Lee-Whiting
Rev. of Scien. Instruments 50(5)(1979)568

Lectures

EXCHANGE CURRENT EFFECTS IN WEAK INTERACTIONS
F.C. Khanna
given at Univ. of Montreal, May 16, 1979

2 3 3U BREEDING IN FUSION REACTOR BLANKETS
S.A. Kushneriuk and P.Y. Wong
given at 1979 IEEE Int. Conf. on Plasma Science, Univ. of
Montreal, June 4-6, 1979

UNIFIED ELECTROMAGNETIC+WEAK INTERACTION AND THE REACTIONS
'+Np A N D

H.C. Lee

Ml GIANT RESONANCES IN NUCLEI WITH 100 < A < 200
M.A. Lone and F.C. Khanna

MESON-EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN THERMAL n-3He RADIATIVE CAPTURE
I.S. Towner
given at the Int. Conf. on Nuclear Physics with Electromagnetic
Interactions, Mainz, Germany, June 5-9, 1979

NEUTRON DIFFRACTION STUDY OF THE PLASTIC PHASES OF POLYCRY-
STALLINE SFg AND CBr4
V.F. Sears, G. Dolling and B.M. Powell

MESON EXCHANGE CURRENT EFFECTS IN WEAK AND ELECTROMAGNETIC DECAY;
F.C. Khanna
given at 1979 CAP Conqress, Vancouver, June 18-21, 1979

The lectures above may not be available in print.
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MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION BRANCH

D. McPherson

5.1 Staff

5.2 CDC 6600/CYBER 170 System

5.3 CDC 3300 System and Communications System

5.4 PDP-10 System

5.5 Neutron Spectrometer Control System

5.6 Data Processing System for Analysis
of Fuel Defect Experiments

5.7 Simulation and Solution of Differential
Equations

5.8 Data Reduction Programs

5.9 Information Processing Programs

5.10 Leakage Neutron and Gamma Ray Spectra From
D-O Samples Subjected to Gamma Irradiation

5.11 Operations

5.12 Publications, Reports and Lectures
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Branch Head: D. McPherson

Section I : Systems

Head:
D. McPherson

Programmer/Analysts
J;F. Steljes
C. J. Tanner

Programmer?
E.A. OkazaKi
M.A. Peterson

Section II: Operations

Head:
B.B. Ostrom

Operations Supervisor:
P. McGandy

Operator Supervisor:
A.A. Laroche

Computer Operators :
K.M. Bjarbo
L.P.L. Cybulski
L.A. Delaney
M.E. Edwards
S. Gardner
C M . Hepburn
N.E. Oelke
M.R. Park
D.L. Roach
M. Robinson
M. Sargent
C.L. Steljes
L.J. Sutton

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

H.D.J. Zdrazil (10)

Services and Applications

Head:
J.M. Blair

Mathematical Analysts:
G.H. Keech
W.N. Selander

Programmer/Analysts ;
M.B. Carver
L.E. Evans
P.Y. Wong

Programmers :
P. Bumbulis
K.R. Chaplin
K.D. Clark
E.G. Long
N. Ross
D.G. Stewart
P.L. Ragde

Section IV: Special

Head :
G.N. Williams

Programmer/Analysts:
J.A. Edgecombe
L.D. Hansen

Programmer:
J.W. Wendorf

Secretarial Staff

K.F. Barnard

(11)

(10)

(13)

. Systems

(14)

(15)
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(1) Transferred to Plant Design Division 1979 June 18.
(2) Summer student from Mackenzie High School, joined

branch 1979 June 11.
(3) Joined branch 1979 June 25.
(4) Nee Robertson
(5) Transferred to Technical Information & University

Relations Division 1979 May 28.
(6) Joined branch 1979 June 11.
(7) Joined branch 1979 June 18,
(8) Summer student from Ottawa University, joined branch

1979 May 8.
(9) Transferred to Finance Division 1979 May 15.
(10) Joined branch 1979 April 19.
(11) Waterloo student, joined branch 1979 May 2.
(12) Summer student from McMaster University, joined branch

1979 May 1.
(13) Waterloo student, terminated 1979 April 27.
(14) One-year assignment (1978 September to 1979 August) at

Hahn-Meitner Institute, Berlin, Federal Republic of
Germany.

(15) Summer student from University of Waterloo, joined
branch 1979 April 30.
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5.2 CDC 6600/CYBER 170 System

(i) Job Priorities and Scheduling

D. McPherson

An improved method for calculation of a job

priority as a function of resource requirements has been

developed. A better determination of job priorities enables

the more rapid scheduling of jobs with small resource

requirements, and provides a means of limiting the number of

jobs with large resource requirements in execution con-

currently. The intended effect is a reduction in the

average turnaround time for "small" jobs at the cost of a

relatively unimportant degradation in the turnaround time of

very "large" jobs. The system modifications are currently

being tested.

(ii) FORTRAN - Common Memory Manager

C.J. Tanner

In future versions of the CDC operation system, a

set of interface routines called Common Memory Manager (CMM)

provide a method of dynamic adjustment of memory size for

many components of the CDC software. CMM is inherently in-

compatible with the locally-developed FORTRAN-operating

system interface subroutine that has filled ̂ chis function in

the past for FORTRAN programs. A number of routines have

been written to allow FORTRAN programs to adjust memory size

using CMM. These routines are currently being tested with

several large programs to aid in selection of a FORTRAN-CMM

interface which will provide the necessary flexibility with

a minimum amount of re-programming by the FORTRAN user.
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(iii) Graphics

G.N. Williams and E.A. Okazaki

The plotters recently installed at AECL Engine-

ering Company sites in Toronto and Montreal are now being

supported by the Computing Centre. The method selected

for preparation of graphics files for the terminals is:

(a) Plot files produced by users' programs by the standard

CRNL PLOT routines are converted to device-independent

graphics files (see PR-P-120; 5.2(i)(c); AECL-6452).

(b) A "driver" routine then translates the device-

independent files into a form suitable for the Harris

terminal plotting system. The driver makes use of

low-level routines provided by Harris.

5.3 CDC 3300 System and Communications System

(i) Remote Job Entry Terminals

J.F. Steljes

The Engineering Company in Montreal is now using a

dedicated Bell Canada line but sharing a port on the 3300

computer as if it were a dialup terminal. This is made pos-

sible by the use of a Gandalf terminal control unit, instal-

led in Montreal.

This new facility resolves the dilemma that the

volume of traffic sufficient to justify a dedicated line is

still far short of the volume required to justify a dedi-

cated computer port, but until now a dedicated line has

required a dedicated port. Some other remote terminals

will switch to shared ports when more terminal control units

are obtained from Gandalf, allowing an increase in the

number of terminals supported with our present number of

ports.
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(ii) Editing of ASCII Files

J.F. Steljes

The ASCII Editor has been brought into line with

the revised edition for BCD-coded files.

(iii) High-quality Printer

J.F. Steljes

A Multicom III printer has been installed in the

Computing Centre, replacing the Digigraphics 200. This

teleprinter is used for computer output when document

quality printing is required.

(iv) Conversational Data Entry

J.F. Steljes

A new type of file handler has been developed

and installed in the 3300 system. Essentially, this is a

highly specialized programming language used to write

interactive programs which can prompt the terminal user

for input, perform various types of validity checking on

the input, incorporate in the input file being created

invariant data and provide some degree of data formatting.

5.4 PDP-10 System

J.A. Edgecombe

Local modifications were made to the 603A release

of the monitor, and testing continued throughout the period.

At quarter end this release is still not ready for installa-

tion.

DEC-supplied updates to various system programs

were installed.

Testing of the controller for the QD mass spec-

trometer continued. The major delaying factor remains

incomplete specification of the various components of this

system.
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Development of plans to accommodate additional

hardware received and on order continued.

5.5 Neutron Spectrometer Control System

H. Keech

The PDP 11/34 version of L3MODES is being modified

to read the required input data from three different disk

files. The program prompts the user for the files selected.

A new output angles file is created.

The program C5CONTROL has been successfully tested

by reading from and writing to CAMAC scalars. Thirty-two

bit integers which cannot be transferred under formatted I/O

must be converted to real variables.

A new program SCANS to create the spectrometer

input scan data for L3M0DES has been flow-charted and coding

started.

5.6 Data Processing System for
Analysis of Fuel Defect Experiments

J.M. Blair, G.H. Keech with C.A. Wills, R.D. Delaney
(Reactor Loops Branch) and J.J. Lipsett (Reactor Control
Branch)

The main effort has been to improve the release

rates calcu1 hed by the SUMRT program. The existing version

fails in some cases; the cause '.fas traced to the

IMSL smoothing subroutine ICSSCU, which occasionally fails

with apparently valid data. The error has been reported to

the subroutine developer.

A new method of smoothing is being used to give

significantly improved release rates. Since the concentra-

tion is not a smooth function of time, but only piecewise

smooth, with discontinuities coinciding with changes in

reactor operation, the algorithm identifies the points of

discontinuous slope, and smooths between but not across

them.
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The AELIB subroutine HDERIV is being used in place

of ICSSCU, since tests have shown it to be more accurate.

The resulting smoothed concentrations and computed deriva-

tives appear to represent the data accurately.

5.7 Simulation and Solution of Differential Equations

(i) Chemical Reaction Simulation

(a) Mass Action Kinetics

M.B. Carver, A.W. Boyd and J.W. Fletcher
(Physical Chemistry Branch)

Work continues on the simulation of the radiolysis

of water, and comparison with experimental data. Some minor

changes in the I/O features of MAKSIM have been implemented.

(b) Chemical Equilibria

M.B. Carver, K.R. Chaplin and P.V. Balakrishnan
(System Materials Branch)

The program for the simultaneous solution of the

equations of chemical equilibria and the differential

equations describing inflow and outflow of chemical species

in steam generator feedwâter has been completed, and a

report describing the method and results is in preparation.

(c) Optimization of Kinetic Data

M.B. Carver and N.E. Ross

An approach is being developed for determining

selected reaction rates • by fitting the computed results to

experimental data. The method has been developed in con-

junction with the radionuclide ingestion project described

below (5.7(ii)). Eventually it is hoped to design an option

in MAKSIM which will permit fitting either the rate con-

stants or radiolytic yields.
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The fitting algorithm has also been used to solve

the steady-state equations of water radiolysis. Although a

solution can be found, the method is less accurate and more

costly than integrating the differential equations to

steady state.

(ii) Simulation of Radionuclide Ingestion

M.B. Carver, D.G. Stewart and J.R. Johnson
(Medical Research Branch)

Differential equations for a possible addition of

two-daughter isotopes were added to the program described in

PR-P-121; 5.10 (ii)? AECL-6530. This modification increased

the number of equations from 43 for parents only to a pos-

sible 129 if both daughters are included. The sparse matrix

option is used for the larger equation set.

Also a control selector can be specified indi-

cating which sub-cases are to be computed.

The documentation of this package has been com-

pleted.

(iii) Simulation of Two-Phase Flow in an Elbow

M.B. Carver, K.R. Chaplin and D.A. Scott
(Engineering Research Branch)

The equations describing transient flow in a large

radius elbow have been formulated for solution by FORSIM.

Attempted solution of the equations has led to the ident-

ification of several difficulties. Firstly, an error and

a code defect were found to occur when FORSIM is applied to

two-dimensional problems in several dependent variables.

The error has been corrected, but the effect remains in the

application of the boundary conditions. The code" applies

the boundary conditions first to the x boundaries and then

to the y boundaries. Since derivatives with respect to x are
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computed before the y boundary conditions have been applied,

x derivatives are incorrect on y boundaries. This defect

is embedded in the systematic approach to multi-dimensions

and cannot be avoided without considerably reducing the

computational speed; it can, however, be easily corrected

in the user code.

A second difficulty has been in the technique of

computing a steady state by solving a related transient

problem.1 This device has proved applicable to the

case of a highly viscous flow, but non-viscous cases are

subject to high velocity wave reflection which prevents

convergence.

A third problem is in the correct choice of

boundary conditions in two-dimensional flow. No consistent

recommendations are to be found in the literature; however,

the flow in bends can be classified as partially parabolic

and boundary conditions applied accordingly.

Finally, no clear model of phase interaction is

available. The solution will be developed in the absence of

phase interaction as this should not affect the technique

used.

Preliminary calculations of single-phase flow

have bt^n completed to test the solution procedure. The

results confirm experimental observations that steady state

profiles depend on the Reynolds number and the ratio of

bend curvature to pipe diameter.

(iv) Steam Generator Simulation

M.B. Carver, D.G. Stewart and W.R. Inch
(Engineering Research Branch)

The Boss thermal hydraulic code for steam gen-

erator simulation has been converted to modular form, with

each module now corresponding to a particular component part
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of the numerical procedure. This modularization has im-

proved the logical structure of the code, and to a certain

extent localizes the effect of errors arising from code

changes. A saving in storage space could be achieved by

performing a plane-by-plane analysis, but this approach

cannot be incorporated easily in the existing code, and

would require rewriting it entirely.

The modularization has permitted more efficient

code optimization, resulting in about a 10% decrease in

execution time. Although small, this decrease represents

about 20 seconds CPU time for a standard run.

(v) Bias Effects in the Micro-
structure of Irradiated Media

M.B. Carver, K.R. Chaplin and S.R. MacEwen
(Materials Science Branch)

A preliminary study of the two coupled partial

differential equations describing migration of vacancies and

interstitials in a biased irradiated medium is underway. As

the required two-dimensional grid is irregular, attention is

being focussed on the scaling of the problem.

(vi) Optimization of Model Parameters in Systems
Described by Ordinary Differential Equations

M.B. Carver, N.E. Ross and J.R. Johnson
(Medical Research Branch)

The problem of determining unknown parameters a.

in an initial value problem can be formulated as a least

squc.res calculation, in which the sum of squares of dif-

ferences between the computed and measured functions at a

sequence of points in time is minimized. A solution of this

optimizing problem requires an efficient optimizer which

minimizes the number of integrations required, and an

efficient integrator which minimizes the computing time per

integration.
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In response to a request from A.W. Boyd and

J.W. Fletcher of Physical Chemistry Branch, who wish to

optimize reaction rate constants, and J.R. Johnson of

Medical Research Branch who wishes to optimize mathematical

models of radiation ingestion in the body organs, opti-

mization methods for differential equation parameters have

been investigated. The equation sets in each case are stiff

differential equations, and the parameters are all con-

strained to be positive.

The specific case considérée", as a prototype was

that of radium metabolism, with a table of measured values

of percentage of injected dose retained by an organ group

versus time after a single injection, as given by the

International Commission on Radiological Protection. The

equations for retention were given in ordinary differential

equation form. The problem involved varying several (in

this case, 3 and 7) of the parameters in order to obtain the

"best" fit between the solutions to the ordinary differ-

ential equations and the data from the given table. Those

parameters which could not be estimated from knowledge of

calcium metabolism were allowed to be variable.

A minimum is reached successfully, but differences

between the solution and the data suggest that the model may

need refinement.
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5.8 Data Reduction Programs

(i) Interpolation of Calibration Data

J.M. Blair, P.L. Ragde

A new method of interpolating nonlinear calibra-

tion data has been proposed by M.C. Hurteau, General Chem-

istry Branch, and a report (Improving Accuracy in Chemical

Analysis Using Multiple Quadratic Regressions on a Program-

mable Desk Calculator) is in preparation. To test the

method, we have compared the results for one set of data

with those obtained by existing smoothing algorithms, namely

the AELIB subroutine SMOOTH and the IMSL subroutine ICSSCU.

For this one case the new method is slightly more accurate

than SMOOTH, and considerably more accurate than ICSSCU.

(ii) Statistical Analysis of Lung Cancer Data

J.M. Blair

As part of an examination by C.G. Stewart, Medical

Division, of a statistical analysis carried out on Czechoslovak,

United States and Swedish carcinoma of the lung data for the

U.S. Public Health Service, an analysis of covariance and

several linear and nonlinear regressions have been per-

formed. The examination is not yet complete.

(iii) Liquid Scintillation Counter Data Program

K.R. Chaplin

At the request of J.D. Childs, Biology Branch,

a program for analyzing and outputting data from a liquid

scintillation counter was modified to incorporate new

capabilities for storing and plotting the data. A

complete restructuring of the program was necessary to

allow the modifications to be made.
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5.9 Information Processing Programs

(i) Radiation Recording System

E.G. Long

The file updating program (see PR-P-116; 5.12;

AECL-6083) has been shown to be deficient in the following

respects:

file updates may only be entered by badge number and

not by employee number,

updates for individuals who have terminated employment

at AECL are rejected,

the extensive file activity associated with each update

places a large overhead on program execution.

To overcome the first two problems it was expedient

to have multiple versions of the program.

Currently the program is being rewritten to com-

bine the different options in one version and also to reduce

the amount, of file activity.

(ii) . Environmental Research Ground Water Data Project

K.D. Clark

A set of data files is being established for the

Environmental Research Branch to allow the analysis of

ground water data from waste management areas at CRNL. Data

are collected by monitors located in ùoreholes in the waste

management area. Data records are organized by monitor

number and date of observation. Four data files are being

written:

i) a monitors details file,

ii) a water flow velocity file,

iii) a water chemistry file, and

iv) a water table and potentiometric elevations file.
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The QUERY UPDATE data storage and retrieval

facility is being used to create and edit the data files. A

FORTRAN program CHEMDAT has been written to extract water

chemistry data and write it in the format required by an

existing water chemistry analysis program WATEQF. A FORTRAN

program WATELEV is being written to produce plots of water

table elevations versus time for the monitors of each bore-

hole.

(iii) REDNET Documentation Program REDDOC

K.D. Clark

A COBOL program REDDOC was written for Electronic

Systems Branch to maintain a data file of documents (CRNL

reports, computer manuals, purchase orders, equipment des-

criptions, etc.) associated with the REDNET Computer System

at CRNL. Each document is represented by a record in the

data file. These document records may be inserted, deleted,

and edited. The standard REDNET document number format is

used to group documents into lists of documents. Documents

may be assigned to document lists either explicitly or

automatically. Program REDDOC may be directed to print all

document lists, specified document lists only, or document

lists which have been modified in the current job.

(iv) Program CADFILE

K.D. Clark

A COBOL program CADFILE was written for Design and

Technical Service Branch. CADFILE -is being used to maintain

a data file in which each record refers to a file which was

prepared on the CAD system and subsequently transferred to

magnetic tape storage. CADFILE generates sorted listings of

CAD files information records facilitating the retrieval of

fi3.es from tape storage. File information records may be

sorted and listed by file name, name of designer, date of

file, and storage tape number.
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5.10 Leakage Neutron and Gamma Ray Spectra
From DgO Samples Subjected to Gamma Irradiation

S.A. Kushneriuk (Theoretical Physics Branch) and P.Y. Wong

See PR-P-122; 4.2; AECL-6582.

5.11 Operations

(i) Job Accounting

D. McPherson and M.A. Peterson

The collection of programs which generate reports

of computer usage are being revised to indicate more

accurately all aspects of computer usage. Two new such

programs prepared during the quarter were:

(a) A program to collate plotter usage and data storage

volume (both disc and magnetic tape storage) with job

execution statistics. (Formerly only execution sta-

tistics were reported.) The present version of this

program produces only reports by branch; extensions to

prepare summary reports (for division, sites, etc.)

has still to be developed.

(b) A program to generate a cumulative total of "reel-

days" for tapes on loan from the Computing Centre pool

or stored in the Centre's tape library.
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(ii) Coirputer Use by Division

The following table is an analysis of the jobs

processed during the quarter:
Utilization

Number of Jobs System Seconds

Chemical Company

Engineering Company

WNRE

CRNL:

Computing Centre

Contracts

Technical Information
& University Relations

Biology & Health Physics

Chemistry & Materials

Physics

Electronics, Instru-
ment & Control

Advanced Projects &
Reactor Physics

Fuels & Materials

Administration

Medical

Financial

Operations

Maintenance &
Construction

General Services

Plant Design

Special Projects

Others

1,
23,

3,

37,

If

3,

1,

3,

5,

10,

11,

3,

4,

2,

115,

514

533

038

644

390

031

721

750

811

638

209

388

522

733

239

057

16

76

602

333

37

312

(1.
(20.

(2.

(32.

(1.

(2.

(1.

(3.

(5.

(0.

(8.

(9.

(0.

(0.

(2.

(3.

(0.

(0.

(0.

(2.

(0.

,31%)

41%)

63%)

65%)

21%)

63%)

49%)

25%)

04%)

55%)

85%)

88%)

48%)

64%)

81%)

52%)

01%)

07%)

52%)

02%)

03%)

22

1,243

228

351

87

22

128

181

170

197

342

232

3

9

102

104

4

20

54

3,510

,233.96

,281.34

,724.36

,361.66

,426.75

,445.96
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5.12 Publications, Reports and Lectures

Publications

IN SEARCH OF A ROBUST INTEGRATION ALGORITHM FOR GENERAL
LIBRARY USE
M.B. Carver
1979 ACM SIGNUM Meeting on Numerical Ordinary Differential
Equations, 1979 April 3-5, Proceedings Paper 36.

THE ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL ALGORITHM AS CORE COMPONENTS OF A
METHOD OF LINES PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION PACKAGE
M.B. Carver
Invited contribution to panel discussion on Methods of Lines
Software, 1979 ACM SIGNUM Meeting on Numerical Ordinary
Differential Equations, 1979 April 3-5, Proceedings Paper
44.

TESTING INTEGRATION ALGORITHMS DESTINED FOR GENERAL USE
M.B. Carver
Invited contribution to panel discussion on Testing of
Ordinary Differential Equations Software, 1979 ACM SIGNUM
Meeting on Numerical Ordinary Differential Equations, 1979
April 3-5, Proceedings Paper 45.

PSEUDO CHARACTERISTIC METHOD OF LINES SOLUTION OF THE
CONSERVATION EQUATIONS
M.B. Carver
1979 AECL/Utilities Reactor Dynamics and Simulation Sym-
posium, Ontario Hydro Management Training Centre, Orange-
ville, Ontario, April 16-17, Paper 1.3B.3.

METHOD OF LINES SOLUTION OF PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS -
SOME STANDARD AND DEVIOUS TECHNIQUES
M.B. Carver
Invited Paper, American Nuclear Society, Mathematics &
Computation Division Biannual Meeting, Williamsburg, Virginia,
1979 April 23-25, Proceedings, p. 853-875.

PSEUDO CHARACTERISTIC METHOD OF LINES SOLUTION OF FIRST
ORDER HYPERBOLIC EQUATION SYSTEMS
M.B. Carver
Invited Paper, Third IMACS Conference on Recent Advances in
Numerical Solution of Partial Differential Equations, Lehigh
University, Lehigh, Pennsylvania, 1979 June 20-22.

SEMBEGS: A SIMPLY EXTENDED AND MODIFIED BATCH ENVIRONMENT
GRAPHICAL SYSTEM
J.W. Wendorf and G.N. Williams
VIM-30, A Meeting of Users of Control Data Corporation
Computers, Scottsdale, Arizona, 1979 May 7-9.
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IMPROVING USER INTERACTION IN A BATCH ENVIRONMENT GRAPHICAL
SYSTEM
J.W. Wendorf and G.N. Williams
Sixth Man-Computer Communications Conference, Ottawa,
1979 May 29-30.

Reports

BASIC GRAPHICAL DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (BAGDAMS VERSION 1.0)
USER'S GUIDE AND REFERENCE HANDBOOK
J.W. Wendorf
AECL-6487, June 1979

NEUTRONIC CALCULATIONS FOR GRAPHITE-THORIUM ASSEMBLIES, 14
MeV NEUTRON SOURCES
S.A. Kushneriuk and G. Abel (Theoretical Physics Branch) and
P.Y. Wong
AECL-6481, 1979 February.

COMPUTING CENTRE NEWSLETTER, Vol. 6, Nos. 3, 4 and 5
L.E. Evans, Editor

Lectures

THE USE OF SPARSE MATRIX TECHNIQUES FOR JACOBIAN ASSESSMENT
AND MANIPULATION IN THE GEAR INTEGRATION ALGORITHM
M.B. Carver
Invited Seminar at Lehigh University, Lehigh, Pennsylvania,
1979 April 2.

THE FORSIM SIMULATION PACKAGE, NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS AND
APPLICATIONS IN PARTIAL AND ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
M.B. Carver
Invited Seminar at Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Power Generation
Group, Lynchburg, Virginia, 1979 April 26.

2 3 3U BREEDING IN FUSION REACTOR BLANKETS
S.A. Kushneriuk (Theoretical Physics Branch) and P.Y. Wong
1979 IEEE International Conference on Plasma Science,
University of Montreal, 1979 June 4-6.
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6.1 Staff

BRANCH HEAD:

Professional Staff

C.B. Bigham
J.C. Brown
B.G. Chidley
L.W. Funk
E.A. Heighway
J.-M. Helleboid
J.D. Hepburn
S.3. Hodge
C.R.J. Hoffmann
J.A. Hulbert
R.M. Hutcheon

J. McKeown
G.E.. McMichael
J.H. Ormrod
H.R. Schneider
S.O. Schriber
M.R. Shubaly

(1)

(2)

J. Ungrin

Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek
R.J. Bakewell
R.J. Kelly
N.I.G. Labrie
D.W. Warren
J.F. Weaver

Laboratory Services

K.T. McKee
J.J. Murphy

J.S. Praser

Technical Staff

R.T.
L.F.
R.J.
H.F.
D.W.
M.R.
K.A.
L.E.
K.J.
A.B.
J.C.
S.H.

A.
P.J.
W.L.
R.A.
A.E.

F. Bird
Birney
Burton
Campbell
Clements
Cox (3]
Dobbs
Geoffrey
Hohban
Hood
Jones
Kidner
Mahoney (4)
Metivier
Michel
Vokes
Weeden

Summer Visitor

W.M. Smith (5)

Summer Students

R. Campbell (6)
0. Lichtarge(7) *
R. Wray (8)

Secretarial Staff

Mrs. M.A. Trecartin

(1) Attached staff from Centre de Recherches Nucléaires,
67037 Strasbourg, France, arrived 1979 March 27.

(2) Posted to Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory effective
1978 July 10.

(3) Resigned 1979 May 28.
(4) Waterloo student, resigned 1979 April 20.
(5) Summer Visitor from McMaster University, Hamilton,

Ontario, arrived 1979 May 09.
(6) Joined Branch 1979 May 07.
(7) Joined Branch 1979 May 01.
(8) Joined Branch 1979 May 10.
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6.2 Nuclear Power Applications

6.2.1 Injector Test Experiment

M.R. Shubaly

Phase I of the Injector Test Experiment covers

the design, construction and commissioning of a preaccelerator

to give a high quality, 50 keV,. 0.5 A dc proton beam. All

beam line components have been fabricated and assembly has

begun. The high voltage power supply has been received.

Installation of services in the completed air-conditioned

enclosure is underway.

6.2.2 Ion Source Development
M.R. Shubaly

Development of high-current dc ion sources is

continuing. Initial experiments on neutral beam production

have been carried out with 1-1.5 hour runs at 19 kW injected

beam being achieved.

a) Ion Source Test Stand

A section of beam line with three viewports spaced

60° apart has been installed between the Emittance Measure-

ment Unit vacuum tank and the beam dump. An electron-

sweeping electrode has recently been installed in this

section. The beam dump has been noticeably eroded by the

high-current beam runs during the last year.

b) High Current Ion Sources

Although filament lifetime has been improved by

the source changes made previously (PR-P-121, 6.6.2 b);

AECL-6530) the lifetime is still too short. A number of

different filament geometries have been tried with no

improvement. A redesign of the plasma aperture plate to

improve the transparency is underway.
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c) Other Studies

The requirements for relatively low current ('v-l.S A)

high-quality, high duty factor neutral beam injectors for

tokamak diagnostics, and for long pulse, or dc, high-current

neutral beam injectors for driven fusion reactor systems

prompted a brief study of the suitability of this source as a

neutral beam injector. A water-cooled copper neutralizer

tube 60 cm long and 5 cm inside diameter was fabricated with

a gas inlet in the centre of it to permit variation of the

neutral gas density. Although no measurements of neutral

fraction could be made, this was estimated to be about 70%.

Transmission efficiencies of 80-90% were measured with

current up to 0.45 A by operating with slightly higher

extraction voltage than usod previously. Reliability was

slightly poorer than without the tube (1-1.5 h vs> 2-1/2 h).

This was likely caused by the higher radiation levels from

higher gas pressure in the extraction region. A beam

instability causing a low frequency current modulation was

observed if the extractor voltage was more than ^2 kV from

the optimum value.

A series of measurements was carried out on the FINS

duoplasmatron source to check the output beam current.

Performance was as previously measured for all combinations

of source components except for one anode with too small an

aperture. One filament holder was found to have a small air

leak. Modifications have been made to the source clamps to

prevent breakage of the ceramic ring between anode and

intermediate electrode.
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6.2.3 High Current Test Facility

B.G. Chidley

Work continues on the commissioning of the 3 MeV

100% duty factor proton linear accelerator which will be

used to study problems associated with the low energy

portion of an accelerator breeder.

a) Injector

J. Ungrin

Beams up to 20 mA were extracted from the

7-electrode 2.1 MV/m column. Initial results indicated that

the column conditions more easily than the previous 3.1 MV/m

version and that beam reliability would be improved. After

^ 15 days of operation, however, reliability began to

quickly decrease to a point where the column would not main-

tain design voltage even in the absence of beam. The ion

source was removed and the column was inspected via the

ion source port. A thin film could be seen on the electrodes,

An attempt was made to remove this film by glow-discharge

cleaning with argon but no improvement was made. The column

was then dismantled for cleaning. The source of the film

was traced to oil which had been trapped into several press-

fit and tack-welded electrode rings in the new column

assembly. The electrodes were then cleaned for ^ 1 hour in

a vapour degreaser and were heated to 250°C in an oven. The

cleaning cycle was repeated with a 300°C bake for 1 hour.

The column has been reassembled and voltage conditioned but

no beam has yet been extracted.

A new stainless steel extraction electrode has

been manufactured which increases the voltage gradient in the

vicinity of the ion source plasma aperture by ^ 35%. This

should decrease the spread of the beam during the first 2 0 kV

of acceleration and it is hoped that it will reduce beam

spill and thereby increase column reliability.
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b) The rf System

J.C. Brown and B.G. Chidley

Following the very satisfactory power operation of

the used triode RCA type 2054 Serial K2, the tube was removed

to evaluate the new 2054 Serial Hi also obtained from

Daresbury. The initial five minutes level of 3 yA indicated

an extremely good vacuum even though it had not been

operated since its manufacture five years ago. The equivalent

initial level on the used tube which had not been run for

two years was 40 yA.

Initial power runs on the new tube have demonstrated

a performance similar to that of the used tube. The stability

limits at low drive power are similar to those of the used

tube although at very low drive levels of around 3 kW small

changes in plate voltage would restore stable operation.

The capability for stable operation over the power output

range of 50-110 kW necessary for Alvarez tank conditioning

also was confirmed.

About 12-15 hours of power operation have been

accumulated at outputs up to 160 kW. Operation at outputs

above this level was restricted to very short periods to

reduce the hazard of rf arc damage to the dummy load.

Recently water leakage from the surface of the

load's water sheath has been increasing; the water was found to

collect on the sheath extension to the end wall at the input

ends, thereby lowering the surface resistance. During the

first exploratory run to about 240 kW, rf arcing occurred

at this point. Since the reflected power transients did

not reach the fast trip level, operation was sustained for

a number of seconds until the amplifier could be shut down

manually. The resulting damage to the sheath was sufficient

to require its replacement. Preparations are underway for

this and to incorporate changes which will eliminate
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dielectrics and cooling water from the space between the

ends of the resistor column and the input end wall.

c) Alvarez Tank

B.G. Chidley and J. Ungrin

A combination of collar plus garter spring was

attached to the drift tube stems as described in the previous

report (PR-P-112, 6.2.3 c); AECL-6530) to protect the bellows

and seals against rf heating. The collars proved to be

ineffective above 40% tank power. The collars have been

redesigned to give improved electrical contract with the

tank wall and rf conditioning is in progress. The tank has

been operated up to 25% power but was limited by a malfunction

of the 75 kW amplifier. The amplifier has been dismantled

for repairs.

6.2.4 Electron Test Accelerator

J. McKeown

Work continues with this two-tank 4 MeV 100% duty

factor electron accelerator intended to study problems

associated with the main portion of an accelerator breeder

based on a proton linear accelerator.

a) Accelerator Operation

G.E. McMichael and J. McKeown

For three to four weeks during the past quarter,

the Electron Test Accelerator was operated to examine the

feasibility of using it for a search for parity violation

in the strong interaction by studying the photo-disintegration

of the deuteron (see Section 2.2). Short and long term

energy stability and resettability measurements were made and

a container of D20 inserted in the gamma field to check

neutron yield calculations. Details of these experiments

are given in Section 2.2.
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Experiments to investigate the performance of

side-coupled structures under heavy beam loading have been

resumed. In a previous experiment (see PR-P-119, 6.2.4 b);

AECL-6366) it was found that the power absorbed from the 1.4 MeV

beam by the unpowered P=l structure varied exponentially with

injected beam current over the range 1 to 5 mA. Recently,

these measurements were repeated for injected currents up to

15.5 mA with results as shown in Pig. 6.2.4.1. This data

seems to show the expected (IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-16,

1023 (1969)) square law dependence (0.013 kW/mA ) and the

discrepancies between the two sets of data are being

investigated.

Fig. 6.2.4.1

BO 120

(BEAM CURRENT)2

Excitation of 3=1 structure by 1.5 MeV

electron beam.
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At design field in the 3=1 structure, 60 kW of the

available rf power from the 100 kW klystron is dissipated in

the structure, limiting experiments to beam loading factors

of 30% or less. Consequently for recent experiments the

accelerating field has been reduced by a factor of 4 to 0.2

MeV/m so that beam loading up to 80% can be investigated.

Preliminary data indicate that good results on reactive beam

loading effects can be obtained under these conditions.

The new beam stop and two-dimensional beam scanner

(PR-P-120, 6.2.4 a); AECL-6452) are proving satisfactory. A

matrix of 8 self-powered radiation detectors have been

installed to measure the position and area of the beam stop

illuminated by the beam. Spatial resolution of 1 cm over the

23 by 23 illuminated area has been achieved.

b) Varactor Resonance Tuning

J. McKeown

A low-power experiment was performed to determine

the necessary conditions for tuning the resonant frequency of

a cavity using a varactor. Equipment was on hand to perform

the tests at 805 MHz although the method may be first applied

to the buncher in the High Current Test Facility. The

cavity was excited with a critically coupled loop and about

31% of the power was picked up by another loop and sent to a

transmission line containing a varactor (see R.V. Garver,

IEEE Trans, of MTT-17, no. 3, (1969)). Measurements were

taken of the resonant frequency and quality factor, Q, as the

voltage on the varactor was varied. A tuning range of 470 kHz

was achieved at the expense of a degradation in quality

factor. When the rate of change of frequency with voltage

was a maximum the Q was degraded by almost a factor of 5.

It is likely that a considerable improvement could be

achieved by more careful selection of varactor.
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c) Computer Data Acquisition and Control System

G.E. McMichael and A. Mahoney

Three programs, to keep track of accelerators

and accelerator sub-system operation on a daily and monthly

basis, have been installed. Among other things, integrated

beam current (in mA-h) is available on demand.

A real-time program to provide closed-loop

control of the beam current is being tested. During a

recent period of accelerator operation, it proved capable

of maintaining the beam constant to ± 5%, significantly

better than the operator could achieve.

d) Wastewater Target Test Facility for a High Power, Low

Energy Linac for Radiation Processing

S.B. Hodge and J.S. Fraser

A small section of a wastewater target facility

has been designed and is being fabricated for testing by the

ETA accelerator. Typical vacuum to water beam windows have

been made and tested for crevice corrosion, pressure and

vacuum integrity. Problems have not occurred to date in

these areas.

A physics experiment, Parity Violation in the

Photo-disintegration of the Deuteron fsee Section 2.2),

will be conducted in addition to this experiment which will

require a vacuum window of tantalum, tungsten or platinum.

Dissimilar metal weld tests have been arranged to incorporate

either of these materials in the target facility.
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6.2.5 Fertile-to-Fissile Conversion Experiments at TRIUMF

B.D. Pate (University of British Columbia), I.M. Thorson,

F.M. Kiely (Simon Fraser University) with J.S. Fraser and

P.M. Garvey (Reactor Physics Branch)

This work is intended to provide experimental

measurements of neutron and fissile material production in

spallation targets for an accelerator breeder and to provide

a verified base £;>r calculations of yields.

A close collaboration has been established with

the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) where a parallel

program will extend measurements to 800 MeV incident energy

protons.

During this quarter, several water bath measure-

ments were taken as well as one conversion measurement.

Intercalibration of our detectors with LASL was completed.

Processing of the conversion data is nearing completion.

a) Counter Calibration

The intercalibration of the TRIUMF detectors with

LASL was completed with the receipt of several aluminum

foils irradiated and counted at Los Alamos. A comparison

of the absolute disintegration rates as determined by our

detector system and that of LASL gave results in agreement

to about 14 ± 1%, with our results being consistently

higher. The 8% disagreement in Au intercalibration referred

to in the previous quarterly report (PR-P-121, 6.2.5 a);

AECL-6530) did not include a correction to our data for the
198

4.5% conversion of the Au 411 keV gamma. Consequently,

the Au results agree to within 12 ± 3%, again with our

results being consistently higher. The Au/ Na ratio,

and consequently the neutron multiplicity results, should

agree with Los Alamos to within 2%. The discrepancies in the

absolute values of the disintegration rates are being

investigated.
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b) Water Bath Results

198
As mentioned above, the correction to the Au

absolute detection efficiency will increase the neutron

leakage results reported in the previous quarter by 4.5%.

The results of the neutron leakage measurements conducted

during this quarter are listed in Table 6.2.5.1, together

with the corrected previous data when available.

Table 6.2.5.1

Neutron Leakage Results (480 MeV)

Target

U-19

U-37

Th-19

Pb-l-U-6

Conversion

n/p

17.3

17.9

9.6

10.6

Previous n/p

15.

17.

10.

-

Measurements

.9

.9

.0

% di

+8.

0

-4.

-

f

0

0

c)

One conversion irradiation, on a 7-element

uranium target, was carried out during this quarter.

Analysis of some of the gamma spectra has allowed

identification (by gamma ray energy and half life), not

only of the conversion product, but also the (n,2n) product

and fission products at the peaks and valley of the mass

distribution. Work is now underway to obtain the yield

distributions of these products throughout the target

volume. A similar analysis of the data from a 19-element

thorium target irradiation is also underway.
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6.3 Research Applications

6.3.1 Fast Intense Neutron Source

J.D. Hepburn and B.G. Chidley

Development of the 300 kV, 25 niA deuteron "
12

accelerator for the 4 x 10 n/s source continues. Operation

at up to one-third of design current can be routinely

achieved.

In the last quarterly report (PR-P-121, 6.3.1;

AECL-6530) beam instabilities in the column were attributed

to loss of voltage on the first accelerating gap. The

effect is worse for a larger plasma aperture in the ion

source. The voltage breakdowns have now been identified with

the material and/or surface condition of the electrodes. The

original OFHC electrodes with freshly machined surfaces gave

excellent operation for all plasma apertures in the desired

range of 6 to 10 mm diameter. The instability problem arose

after the electrodes became dirty following welding elsewhere

on the system and were cleaned using aluminum oxide abrasive

cloth. Installation of molybdenum inserts around the beam

holes of two electrodes substantially improved operation.

Experiments to change the surface condition of the 200 kV

electrode using a different abrasive or glass bead blasting

have been inconclusive. However, the accelerator is now

adequately reliable for beam currents up to 12 inA on target.

Low current output from the ion source was caused

by the coil current meter reading 25% high and, in one case,

to a too small anode aperture. Source operation in the

accelerator now agrees with test stand operation (see"

section 6.2.2 c)). Some components were remachined to remove

warps, arising from long-term use and many brazing cycles,

that caused breakage of ceramic rings in the source. A

support ring was added to prevent recurrence of the problem.
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Deuteron beams of up to 12 mA D were tested on

the tritiated target. Outgassing of tritium from the target

depends critically on the power density in the beam. The

power density was reduced in the beam by pulling electrons

out of the beam with a positively biased electrode and

letting space-charge forces blow up the beam. In addition,

shims were added to the bending magnet to Qive a larger more

uniform beam spot. The former experiment was successful in

reducing tritium outgassing; the latter has been as yet

tested only with a hydrogen beam on a bare target.

6.3.2 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

J.H. Ormrod

Design and development of a superconducting

cyclotron for a post-tandem accelerator continues. The mid-

plane magnetic field has been mapped over the operating

range.

a) Code Development

E.A.Heighway

A code CONT was written to accept the measured field

data from the cyclotron and analyze the deviation from

four-fold symmetry. Assuming that the deviations from

symmetry were due to misalignment of the magnet and field

measuring apparatus, an iterative least-squares fit was made

to minimize the deviations by making virtual motions of the

field measuring apparatus in the measured field. Contour or

isometric plots of the fields and/or asymmetries could be

made and were a useful aid in the early centering of the

measuring apparatus.

The code RESHAPE has been successfully rewritten to

calculate any necessary isochronizing z-profile changes

(instead of azimuthal changes) in the magnet flutter poles.

The calculated profile corrections contain unphysical ripple
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particularly at large and small radii. This is a common

difficulty in matrix inversion problems and simultaneous

minimization either of the correction amplitude or second

derivative have reduced but not eliminated the difficulty.

b) Cryogenic System

(i) Liquéfier System

J.A. Hulbert

Since 1979 February 12 when the current series

of low temperature tests started the CTI 1400 has operated

twenty-four hours a day with only the following interruptions:

1. Six occasions for 1-2 hours each to clear the E36

filter.

2. On May 9th for 28 hours to warm up and clear

blockages in the precooler and heat exchanger

blow down line.

3. On May 18th and 28th for 7 hours each due to power

outages for building feeder redistribution.

Compressors 2, 3 and 4 have received a 3000 hour preventive

maintenance and adsorber change. Intermittent helium losses

from liquéfier purges and leakage have amounted to 600 m in

the current quarter. Some of this loss occurred during the

power outages but the greater part was due to magnet lead

gland freezing while the magnet current was off and the

system unattended at nights. Electric heaters have been

ordered to mount on the lead contact plates to correct this

cause of helium loss.

An additional major helium loss involving almost

the complete system working charge occurred overnight on

1979 March 20. It had become practice to leave the liquid

transfer valve between storage and cryostat open overnight to

permit a prompt start to magnet operation each morning. On

this occasion, frost build-up on magnet lead 1 or 2 spread

to the adjacent cryopump supply plug on Tower 4. The plug
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seal froze and the plug, then unrestrained, blew out,

venting gas to the atmosphere that should have returned to

the liquéfier heat exchanger. As a result the liquid helium

mist at 4.4 K, delivered to the storage vessel, changed to

gas at 10-15 K. This forcibly boiled off the storage vessel

contents and passed on through the open transfer valve to

boil off the contents of the cryostat. The cryopump supply

plugs have now been secured and overnight unattended transfer

will not be continued until the system is fully monitored by

the PDP-11.

(ii) Magnet Leads

J.A. Hulbert

During the current quarter the magnet coils have

been operated at full current (2300 amperes) over long

periods during the course of field mapping. This represents

the first lcng term tests on the magnet leads. The lead

test cryostat was limited by liquid capacity to not more

than 15 minutes at a time at full current.

In the test cryostat each lead operated under

'self-sufficient' cooling, that is the cooling flow was

simply that provided by the boil-off of helium due to heat

conducted down the lead. In the magnet cryostat the flow

may be set at either less or greater than the self-sufficient

rate. The practice has been followed of adjusting the flow

in each lead to be the minimum required to ensure a stable

temperature distribution in the lead. Figure 6.3.2.1 shows

a comparison between the self-sufficient flow found in the

initial tests and the temperature stable flow measured in

lead 3 (the inner coil lead which is subjected to the highest

currents). At self-sufficient flow for a current of 2000 A,

the most sensitive section of the lead rises in temperature

at a rate of about 0.2 K per minute. Subject to further

numerical analysis, the excess flow requirement is attributed
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Cooling flow in lead 3 as a function of

current. The flow generated by the heat

influx down the lead is not quite adequate

to maintain long term temperature stability

in the lead.

to finite heat transfer effects. The excess load on the

refrigerator is about 0.6 watts for all three leads at

maximum field.

(iii) Camac Interface

J.A. Hulbert

The interface under development will contain a

128-way multiplexer reading all liquéfier and cryostat

pressure and temperature sensors and be connected to the

PDP-11-34 Camac system through an Input Gate - Output Register

Camac module. The IGOR handshake coupler circuit which

controls and times all functions of the interface has been
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revised and is awaiting tests in the system before being

committed to printed circuit form.

(iv) Helium Liquéfier Automatic Control

J.A. Hulbert

In order to bring the liquéfier under control of

the system computer, as well as monitoring its performance,

it will be necessary to operate the liquéfier valves through

the computer. Various options for remote operation have

been tested in design. All universal pneumatically assisted

schemes have been rejected because of bulk and complexity.

Systems using both pneumatic ram-operated rack and pinion

drives and ratchet drives were examined in detail. It

proved impracticable to design a universal operator of any

type. In the arrangement finally chosen, on-off valves

will be replaced by normally closed pneumatically driven

cores and valves requiring positional setting will be driven

by stepping motors. Ball valves at points remote from the

cold box will be operated by cranks and pneumatic cyclinders.

The complete assembly can be operated via a single Camac

stepping motor driver module and a Camac Status, Pulse Output

module using a simple relay selector to choose the motor to

be driven.

(v) Cryopump Development

J.-M. Helleboid and J.A. Hulbert

following a break of several months, an attempt was

again made to fill the prototype cryopump with liquid helium

in the test stand. When it was determined that the liquid

holding time was only minutes, the pump element was removed

from the test tank to find the cause of the excessive heat

leak.

It was clear that the thin copper shield is not

sufficiently rigid to maintain adequate clearance from the
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helium can under thermally induced stresses. Further Kel-F

stand-offs have been added so that clearances are maintained
2

in all directions and an unnecessary gap of some 10 cm in

the shield has been closed. One leaking gas thermometer bulb

has been removed and five carbon resistance thermometers

added to improve temperature monitoring. The next cool down

tests will be in early June.

c) Magnet

(i) Orbit Dynamics

E.A. Heighway

The first complete set of field maps has been

measured and first examination of the orbit dynamics for

10 MeV/u uranium 33 has begun.

Isochronization hac been attempted at two limiting

ratios of current in the inner and outer main magnet coils

at maximum average field. At one limit, isochronism could

not be met beyond 500 mm resulting in v being unity at that

radius. This is too small for proper resonant extraction

and the anisochronism beyond 550 mm in any case gives too

large a phase slip. At the other limit, which is shown in

Fig. 6.3.2.2, isochronism was achieved out to a v = 1 radius

of 615 mm with very good phase slip. The v = 1 radius is a

little low but adequate to initiate extraction. The cal-

culated energy at extraction is somewhat lower than design

at 9.9 MeV/u.

Although the field can clearly be trimmed adequately,

the calculated trim rod retractions are at their maximum at

intermediate radii and at zero at inside radii where

isochronism is poorest. Corrections to the flutter pole

z-profile are desirable but attempts to isochronize fields

for other ions will be required to establish these in detail.
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Fig. 6.3.2.2 The magnet field isochronized to accelerate

uranium 33 to 10 MeV/a. The measured

field before isochronization is also shown.

The trim rods at radius ^ 500 mm are at

their maximum retraction while those below

200 mm are unused resulting in poorer

isochronism at small radii.

(ii) Yoke

Q.A. Walker (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

The axial deflections of the yoke at full field

have been measured by two methods:

1. Optical measurement of targets placed on the top

surface of the yoke.

2. Remote micrometer measurement of the midplane gap

between the hills at the radius of the No. 10 trim rod.

The observations are shown in Fig. 6.3.2.3.
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Fig. 6.3.2.3 Deflection of upper pole as a function of

midplane induction.

Earlier estimates of the axial deflection of the

yoke were made using a finite element stress program and a

^ 1:12 scale model. The estimated deflection of the yoke

without account of the effect of machined gaps was 0.21 mm

per pole. The effect of settling of mating faces can be

approximated by observing this effect in the model. If the

model is loaded so that stresses correspond with those

expected in the yoke, then the deflection due to gap

springing is about equal to that due to metal deformation.

It is unlikely that the yoke spring characteristics are

well represented by the model but it does indicate that it

will be a fairly large unpredictable deflection component.

The optical observations of the deflection at the

centre of the pole confirm the micrometer measurements of
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the midplane gap to within 0.025 mm. This suggests that

there is no measurable stretching of the pole and that the

laminated construction together with flaws in the steel

are not affecting the configuration.

(iii) Trim Rods

Q.A. Walker (Civil & Mechanical Design Branch)

The chain driven prototype driver has operated a

60 mm trim rod at full magnetic load. Height positioning

of the rod was within 0.025 mm of the set point checked by

feeler gauges. The amount of stretch in the lifter com-

ponents has been measured at 0.13 mm at a field of 4 Tesla.

In addition an unknown amount of stretch in the connecting

thread is estimated as 0.1 mm.

The hydraulic drive unit has been tested after

overheating and cracked casing problems were corrected. The

two significant observations are that it easily handles the

full load but that it is not possible to control the movement

in less than 0.13 mm jumps. This effectively rules out the

hydraulic drive method.

(iv) Magnetic Field Measurements

J.H. Ormrod

The first round of magnetic field measurements is

complete except for the effects of the injection dipole. 47

of the 48 required excitations are mapped; the approach to

the 48th excitation reversed the normally compressive force

of the coil on the bridge and the upper coil squeezed the

upper Belleville washers almost 2 mm. On discharge, then

recharging to full field, the coil returned to its original

position. The unmapped field is beyond the normal operating

range and it, along with several adjacent excitations, will

not be repeated. For further details see section (v).
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Four of the forty flip coils were giving anomalous

readings at high fields. This problem was eventually traced

to a malfunction in the multiplexers due to the fringing

field of the magnet (̂  0.5 mT). The problem was corrected

by shielding the multiplexers.

The field measuring apparatus is attached to the

lower pole and was positioned on the poles' magnetic center

by minimizing the first harmonic as measured by the three

outermost flip coils at an average field of 1.2 T (inner

coil current = outer coil current = 100 A). The three

outer coils were chosen because they measure the field where

the radial gradient is greatest at this excitation: 2.4 T/m

for flip coil # 38, 7.4 T/m for # 39 and 14.3 T/m for # 40.

The magnet excitation of 100/100 was chosen because it is low

enough to introduce only a small effect from coil decentering

yet saturates the hills and thereby reduces effects from

variations in permeability.

The coil was centered using the first harmonic

measured at the same three flip coils at an average field of

3.4 T. At this excitation, the "air core" contribution frcun

the coils is ^ 2 T and we assume superposition of the fields

is valid. The air core gradient is 1.0, 1.6 and 2.0 T/m for

the radii of flip coils 38, 39 and 40.

The reproducibility of the first harmonic measure-

ments where d<B>/dR is small is ± 0.035 mT (outside limits).

This means we can detect displacements of the "poles" from

the axis of the field measuring apparatus of 0.0025 mm and

displacement of the coil of 0.018 mm.

During the past month the "poles" have shown an

apparent shift of 0.03 mm. This is due to the upper pole

only shifting by 0.06 mm and has been confirmed by the upper

pole positioning micrometers. It is not dowelled to the
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upper end ring (and is not scheduled to be until assembled

in Bldg. 137) and dishes significantly on maximum excitation.

It shifted in the same direction on earlier excitations

before it was bolted in position, but the bolts alone do not

appear sufficient to maintain its lateral position as it

moves up and down under excitation. Even with the potentially

damaging excursion noted above, the coil displacement has

remained at 0.1 ± 0.01 mm from the field measuring apparatus

- within the ± 0.018 mm uncertainty on the measurements.

Figure 6.3.2.4 shows the region mapped as a

function of coil excitations with constant induction con-

tours drawn in.

|.8-<B> at R = 407 mm

LJ
(T 1.2

<-> 1.0

O 0.8
O

a; 0.6

g 0.4

0.2-

.2 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2

INNER COIL CURRENT (kA)

Fig. 6.3.2.4 Mapped region showing constant induction

contours.
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The amplitude of the first harmonic as a function

of radius is shown in Fig. 6.3.2.5 for an average field of

1.2 T and 5 T. The first harmonic at 1.2 T arises from

mechanical tolerances in the manufacture and assembly of the

poles and is well within the range of compensation by the

trim rods. The small change in first harmonic at full

excitation shows that the yoke wall compensating holes work

well and that coil imperfections give a negligible contri-

bution to the first harmonic field.

Figure 6.3.2.6 shows the second harmonic field as

a function of radius, again for 1.2 and 5 T. The second

harmonic from mechanical tolerances is again small. The full

field second harmonic is less than the value calculated from

the midplane yoke wall penetrations using the uniform

magnetization approximation. However, this calculation does

not include effects of coil imperfections. Even with these

corrections the contribution from the midplane holes is only

^ 60% of the calculated value. A similar discrepancy

between measured and calculated harmonic contributions from

steel in the midplane of the yoke wall has been observed with

a steel plug in the probe hole. This has favourable

implications for the operation of the injection and

extraction dipoles - their harmonic contributions may also

be less than the earlier calculations. This phenomenon will

be investigated further when the injection dipole measurements

are being made.

Short term field stability measurements have been

made with a 20 turn coil wound around the lower pole and have

shown that short term fluctuations are less than 1:10 .

Longer term field stability was measured at full field over

a 45 minute interval with the field measuring apparatus at a

fixed azimuth and measurements taken every 20 seconds. The

field fluctuations were less than ±6 parts in 10 . The
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radius for an average midplane induction of
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Fig. 6.3.2.6 Second harmonic fields as a function of

radius for an average midplane induction

of 1.2 and 5 Tesla.
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resulting energy spread in the worst case (maximum product

of turns and harmonic number) is an order of magnitude less
A

than the design resolution of 3.4 parts in 10 .

(v) Magnet Operation

H.R. Schneider

The magnet has been in almost daily operation, at

various excitations, up to the design maximum (B = 5 T) since

1979 March 07. During this timt the magnet, power supply

and instrumentation have functioned reliably.

The magnet is usually charged at 4.8 V. It takes

approximately one hour to reach full field. Discharging the

magnet into the 20 mfi dump resistors takes about 45 minutes

from full field to zero current.

A problem with condensation on the power supply

regulating power transistors has been alleviated with the

addition of a steam-to-water heat exchanger to raise the

power supply cooling water temperature above the dew point.

Displacement transducers on the top and bottom of

the coil monitor the axial coil motion relative to the helium

can. These show that on cool down the coil contracts 1 mm

more than the stainless steel helium can. On energizing the

coils to full field the magnetic loading compressed them

another 2.3 mm, of which 1.1 mm was inelastic as the coils

bedded down.

Generally the magnetic forces tend to compress the

coils onto the bridge. However for cases where the yoke and

polts are not saturated, the net axial force on the coil may

tend to lift the coil off the bridge when the outer coil

current exceeds the inner coil current. Such a case was

inadvertently produced during field mapping. With 700 A in

the outer coil pair and 270 A in the inner coils, the net

force away from the bridge caused the upper and lower coils
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to expand, as indicated by the displacement transducers, by

1.6 nun and 0.3 mm respectively. On discharging the magnet

the displacement transducers returned to their usual zero

current values. Subsequent tests have revealed no coil

damage caused by this incident nor have the coils moved

radially relative to the yoke.

d) Accelerating Structure

C.B. Bigham

The accelerating structure was reassembled in the

dummy vacuum vessel but testing was delayed until a replace-

ment tetrode for the power amplifier arrived. After

installation of the tetrode, the power amplifier was tested

with the resistive load before structure tests were resumed.

The structure was then tested over the frequency range, 30.8

to 61.6 MHz, up to 85 kV. Operation was limited at 44, 45

and 58 MHz. The sliding short contacts of the lower tuner

failed after 90 hours operation (see below) but a 0.5 MHz

spaced frequency scan has been completed with the top

resonator alone up to 51 MHz (see Fig. 6.3.2.7).

This series of experiments was done without the

cryopumps and with vacuum pressures in the range 1-7 mPa

(1-5 x 10 Torr) as in the earlier tests. Pulsing was

required to "break through" multipactoring on start up.

This is illustrated in Fig. 6.3.2.8 which shows the rf

envelopes of the rf drive pulse - top trace in each frame,

reflected power - centre trace and resonator power - lower

trace. In the left frame, the drive is below the break-

through level and is reflected with the structure held at a

very low level by multipactoring. In the middle frame, the

drive breaks through multipactor with reflection transients

during the filling and emptying of the structure. In the

right frame, the rf continues at a reduced amplitude deter-

mined by the automatic voltage control circuit, i.e. this

is the normal start up transient "on tune" with low reflected

power.
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Frequencies and voltages at which the

accelerating structure has been operated.

Operation at A is limited by high driver

reverse power. A resonance at B in the output

power tube plate filter which limited operation

has been eliminated. Operation at C is limited

by an as yet unidentified parasitic.

To assist in tuning the structure, sample-and-hold

circuits were installed in the automatic frequency controls

(AFC) so that they will operate with the rf pulsing. Then

as soon as the tuners are close enough to resonance to

"break through" the AFC takes over.
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Pig. 6.3.2.8 Oscilloscope traces of rf envelopes illustrating in each frame,

top - forward power, middle - reflected power and bottom - resonator

power. The left frame with no rf in the resonator is below the

multipactor threshold, the middle frame is above the threshold and

the right frame is a typical starting transient with the rf level

coming down to the AVC control level after the pulse.
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Some of the power amplifier and accelerating

structure parameters were interfaced to the control computer

and recorded by the computer during the tests. These

included the temperatures at 16 points in the dees and

liners. The highest temperature point is the web part of

the dee which will go to about 160°C at 100 kV for all

frequencies. This is not expected to cause difficulty.

However, it is estimated that the cryostat wall could go

slowly to ^ 200°C and that additional cooling is required to

keep the vacuum seals from being overheated.

The eight dee voltage readings were also recorded

and show that dee pair 12-34 is well balanced but 23-41 is

unbalanced beyond the range of the balancing capaci;or. This

may require removal of the fine tuner from valley 23 or a

structural change to the deflector housing on dee 23.

The rf drive estimated for a nominal 100 kV dee

voltage increases from 25 kW at 62 MHz to 130 kW at 31 MHz.

This means that the power amplifier will be required to

exceed its nominal power rating by up to 30% at frequencies

below 37 MHz, which seems to be within its capabilities.

The most serious remaining problem is the poor

performance of the lower tuner. The failures are believed

to result from misalignment or movement of the dee stem

relative to the outer conductor which takes the spring con-

tacts outside the optimum operating range. In the next

experiment, a larger contact of the same type will be tried.

A new design is also being developed.

e) Extraction

C.R.J. Hoffmann

The midplane contours of the electrostatic deflector

electrode and septum have been modified to simplify fabrication.

These contours are arcs of concentric circles centred on
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R = 202.5 mm and 9 = 355.79°. The radius of the outer

surface of the septum is 847.6 mm. Fabrication of deflector

components and a test chamber to verify high voltage

performance has begun.

Calculations continue for determining features of

magnetic elements to compensate unwanted first harmonics

which the magnetic extraction elements generate in the

acceleration region (see PR-P-121, 6.3.2 e); AECL-6530).

Because of conflicts with diagnostic probe access the hill

lenses cannot be compensated by reproducing them at exactly

diametrically opposite locations as proposed earlier. However,

calculations predict that adequate compensation can be

achieved if compensating elements having identical shape and

radial position as the hill lenses are positioned with the

first element starting at 6 = 28° and with a 4° azimuthal gap

between elements. With this scheme the calculated first

harmonic amplitude caused by the hill lenses is less than

0.04 mT for R ^ 640 mm.

One of four power supplies needed to drive the

magnetic channel superconducting elements has been ordered.

This supply is required to maintain any current in the range

0-400 A dc constant to within + 0.2 A with a voltage compliance

of 3.5 V. The output current will be programmable with an

analog voltage signal. The power supply will be capable of

manual and remote control operation.
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6.4 Mechanical Laboratory

J.E. Anderchek

The Mechanical Laboratory operates the machine shop

and furnaces in Bldg. 145 and carries out mechanical con-

struction, assembly, repairs and vacuum testing for the

Accelerator Physics Branch and the Reactor Physics Branch.

Total laboratory time breakdown in the quarter is

as follows:

Accelerator Physics Branch - 98.5%

Reactor Physics Branch - 1.5%

6.4.1 Injector Test Experiment

Fabrication of beam line components is continuing.

A beam dump vacuum tank and a water-cooled beam defining

aperture were fabricated.

6.4.2 Ion Source Development

Three viewports were installed in a section of

beamline, an electron-sweeping electrode and a lens mount

were fabricated to prepare for development of optical beam

diagnostic techniques.

A valve adapter flange was modified to permit

installation of the neutralizer tube and two extraction

electrodes were modified to permit tests on the FINS ion

source. Three anodes and two intermediate electrodes for

the FINS duoplasmatron source were repaired.

Two plasma aperture plates and four extraction

electrodes were fabricated for the high current column and

an intermediate electrode and compression coil former were

fabricated for the new high current source.

6.4.3 High Current Test Facility

Assistance was provided in repairs and modifications

to the Alvarez tank. The cooling channel on the south inner (rf)
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end plate was solder-coated and new end fittings were

installed to correct vacuum leaks. A flanged vacuum seal

was installed on the south end plate for convenience in

disconnecting the plate from the half drift tube bellows.

Also a canister was made for leak checking this bellows.

A set of twenty-six clamps were made to provide additional

support for the drift tube stems and a set of twenty-six

collars were made to provide a good rf connection between

the drift tube steins and the tank wall.

Repairs and modifications were made to the lower

triode grid tuning plunger drive system to eliminate

jamming. Tools were made for the installation of connectors

on a fibre optic link for a new photo arc detector, Fittings

were fabricated for the installation of a flowmeter in the

freon cooling loop and two enclosures were made for buncher

rf amplifier modules.

A stainless steel extraction electrode and two

replacement electrode discs were manufactured for the

injection column.

6.4.4 Electron Test Accelerator

Components and subassemblies were manufactured for

a SLAC-type polarized electron source which is required for

proposed parity violation experiments (see Section 2. )•

This source will undergo tests in Bldg. 610 and will

eventually be installed on ETA.

Work is continuing on the wastewater treatment

experiments with one new stainless steel window undergoing

water flow tests and the pressure testing of a second one.

6.4.5 Fast Intense Neutron Source

Molybdenum inserts around the beam holes in two

copper accelerating electrodes were installed.
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An ion source focus plate was modified and nickel

plated. Several surfaces on an anode and intermediate

electrode were remachined, and a backing ring for the

intermediate electrode was fabricated.

6.4.6 Heavy-Ion Superconducting Cyclotron

A prototype hydraulic drive for trim rods was

fabricated and is being tested and the chain driven trim

rod drive was modified.

Special spring loaded gauging fingers wera

manufactured to measure pole gap differences during

excitation.

Repairs to the rf finger contacts of the lower

sliding short were carried out and a special set of contacts

were fabricated to test a new design for a more reliable

coaxial cavity contact.

Miscellaneous work included special transfer line

brackets for the cryogenics and the manufacture of a heat

exchanger and six magnet connector plates for the power

supplies.

6.4.7 Reactor Physics

A pair of 37 element Bruce fine bundle end plates

were fabricated together with 40 ZED-II fuel spacer nuts.
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